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bad half hour with this Latin expert,
the HopeUes were somewhat mollified
with religious instruction from Prot
Kollen, directly across the hall.
Yes, and the old library of about
6,000 volumes, was also crammed into the northwestroom, while the second and third floors were occupied by
hungry-looklng students who studied under oil lamps with paper
-

of the city have stood back of the with white embroidered net, and car- peculiar rigging.
mayor and council almost unanim- ried a corsage bouquet of pink sweet The schooners were equipped with
ously In carrying the case to tho peas, her hair band being of silver two masts. The fore-mast was close
state supreme court. But many were ribbon; Bouna Speers, of Holland, to the front and the miuen-maat was
against carryingU to the U. 8. Su- whose gown was * of orchid canton just ahead of the cabin to the rear,
preme court, believing that everything crepe and whose bouquet was also of thus
.......enabling
... — ..,.m the
.... owners
.........to
.. pile
K... away
had been done that could reasonably pink sweet peas and hair band of sll- a great deal of lumber on deck with*
be done In the matter. The mayer ver ribbon. Emily J. Cox, of Phila- out mast Interference,
declared he did not care to take such delphia, cousin of the bride,
These nine schoonersof the Kirby
as would be Involved ...
in maid of honor, and wore a gown )t fleet were all built alike, and during
a decision hh
shades.
shell pink canton crepe, with sash the lumbering days, when the Cutlers
"wti, VanVIeck remain. VanVlec^
and hair band of silver ribbon, her and Savidgeswere lumbering extsson the outside, the interior is un- backing of the public.
halr being done up in Greek style She slvely around Grand Haven and along
recognizable.Every room has been
He told the aldermen that if they carried a bouquet of lavendersweet the Grand river, a new method of
remodeled.The Old pine doors and wanted to go further they would
freighting lumber was nsugurated.
floors and wainscoting have been have to take the initiativebut that
The ring bearer was little
The Kirby fleet had three vessels
pulled out, and have been replaced he recommended dropping the matJane Muste, daughter of Rev. and loading In Grand Haven, three on
with red oak and each room has been ter now and at the proper time tak- Mrs. C. B. Muste, of Bayonne, N. Y, the lake, and these tow-bargessoreplastered and reflnlshed, with tno ing the necessarysteps to see to It
gowned In white point deprl trim- Milwaukee and these tow-bargessocelling light in each room, and also that a similar Injustice could not be
med with satin ribbon. She tarried called, were towed across the lake
drop light for studying purposes.
repeated in Ottawa county. The ald- the ring In a
by the steamer Nsw Era, built by
Every rooih has book shelves ami ermen concurredIn this recojnmenda- The bride, who entered on the arm Galen Eastman, of EogimanviUe. He
clothes press, also made of oak, and tlon and the Kamferbeek-Fortney
of her father, was gowned in white called this large tug New Era for
there is not an inside room In the case Is history at last.
satin, trimmed with pearls. She wor- the reason that he had inaugurated
entire building, as large French win-,
a train, and her veil was trimmed a new system of freighting lumber
dows give an outward exposure and
with pearls. The only jewelry she quickly, compared to sailing vssm!
full view of the beautifulcampus
wore was a necklaceof pearls, the methods, and this tow-barge method
surroundingsfrom each room.
gift of the groom, (me carried a really proved to be the first "deathThe entrance to the building has
shower bouquet of whits rose buds blow" to the wlnd-jamm«rs on the
so been changed. The. old entry fprand
lakes.
merly to the east, and where the eld
After the Impressive vows had
The steamer New Era was on th#
handbell conveniently placed rang
spoken and congratulations offered,a lakes practically all the time, while
out the lesson periods,has been closed
wedding luncheon was served, and tho navigationwas open, for no cooper
and the main entrance to the building
FIT FOR A DOG TO young 'couple left by automobile for had It towed one barge aoroie and
Is now from the north where a strong- SOME
a wedding trip. They will be at home sometimes two at a time, when others
DRINK FROM. SAYS THE
ly constructedconcrete veranda has
to their friends after September 4th were loaded on either end rendy to
been bulk.
at Waverly Place, Grand
be taken over..
From this entry a staircase leads to
Mr. Knutson is assistantphysical
The reason for the peculiar rigging
the floors above, while to the side a
director at Union High school. He is was that the mast /and sails yrtr* only
'large loungingrootn has been added.
Holland's drinking fountains are to a graduate of Holland high school placed there so that the ship crew
The furnishings In this beautiful be kept clean after this. The streets and of a school for athletics In Chi- could help Itself to port should a
lounging room have been donated by and crosswalkscommittee has been
cago. He was a member of the S. A. storm
------- break
---- the tow
.... ---line,
- or
.. tome
---Holland and Grand Rapids business given the task of finding some way of
T. C. during the war. Mrs. Knutson other unforseen accident take place.
men.
getting this done. And this means Is a graduateof Holland high school The mast and sails were only used In
Settees, easy chairs and beautiful that these fountains are to be cleaned
cases of emergency.
and of Fairfax Hall, 'Fairfax, Va.
lightfhg fixtures constitute the con- every day. not once a week or so.
Two years ago the captain of the
The out-of-townguests were: Miss
veniences thaA these rooms give.
They are not to be kept only com- Lillian Timons, Louisville, Ky.; Mr. schooner "Grand Haven" collected
To the west, a long bay window parativelyclean but clean In every and Mrs. W. R. Cox and son William $6,000 damages for the reason that a
taking In the three floors,has been sense of that word.
and with the
R., Jr., of Philadelphia; Mr. and Mrs. steamer rammed
buiil giving a wonderful view of the
Mayor Stephan brought the matter Charles Jandorf
daughter money the schooner was rebuilt It
west campus. -The windows here too up when a new fountain was ordered Amelia, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Wade, must be understoodthat according to
are Frenched, giving thorough venti- In on the corner of Columbia and 8th and Mr. and Mrs. B. Drieburg, Grand marine law the sailing vessel has tbs
lation through th# long halls on these street. "Some of these fountains are
Rapids: Rev. and Mrs. C.. B. Muste right of way over a steam boat. In
floors.
so dirty," said the mayor, "that they and daughter Myra Jane, Bayonne former years this was quite a handlOn the three floors, are three baths, are not fit for a dog to drink from. New York; Mrs. James Melody and cap to the ateamers when whits wings
including cold showers,In fact there If we are to have drinking fountains daughter Cecelia. Wyandotte, Mich.; were still plentiful on the Great
is a double lavatory system through- let's keep them so cl6ap that self-reMiss Edith Conners, Chicago;Mr. and Lakes.
out. It is about the most convenient specting people can use them."
Mrs. Pain and Miss Pain, Kalamazoo; But today a sailing vessel Is very
arrangement that could possibly be
It was reported by the city Inspec- Miss Eveline Knutson, Miss Myrtle much of a curiosity,and the three
adopted, and it solves the problem of tor that certain occupants of busi- Knutson. Mr. R. Strwltz. Miss G. Rob- left on Lake Michigan are seldom
hot and cold baths and toilet accom- ness places near which the fountains ertson. Mr. and Mrs. W. Fornaburg, seen, and when they do appear their
modations.
are located had promised to do the Mr and Mrs. E. Dalman. Mr. and Mrs. coming stirs up considerable Interest.
The bay window on the outside job, but their way of doing U was J. Van Wlngen. Grand Rapids;
Two weeks ago the captain of ths
gives the structure rather an Italian not considered adequate by the coun- and Mrs. J. Westerman,Mr. James "City of Grand Hayen" was drowned
villa effect that is especially pleasing cil and so the streets and crosswalks Westerman. and Mr. E. Baker, Mus- and the new captain Is now In charge.
to the eye.
committee was given the Job of get- kegon.
Captain Austin Harrington’s"MaThe new oak doors that have re- ting It done right.
bel A." towed the schooner In to the
placed the old pines have a peculiar
Holland docks from the harbor's
sort of lock. It is of the latest Yali
mouth.
patent, having two bolts Instead of
TO
one. The lock can't be picked, nor
Van Vleck's rejuvenation Is not the
can a student lock himself out as Is only change that is taking place ttt
often the case with the so-called snap Hope. While the remodeling of tho OLD CLOSET
OF A
IS
locks. As Dr. Dimnent fittingly puts old building will cost at least $16000,
SINGLE TIMBER
it, "they are bufglar-proof and fool- at least $6,000 Is being spent for newproof." But Mr. Dimnent accident- wide concretewalks, placed In such
The exhibits at Hope's museum
ally happened to run across this new a way that the campus is accessible have been augumented by one coming
lock invention and Immediately saw from Tenth and Twelfth streets, and from old Van Vleck Hall that Is
_____ .......
| JENISON PARK
MAY BE ENTERthe wisdom of using this particular from College avenue. The walks are "
feet
wide
with
enough
room
Wljen the building,was remodeled ED NOW BY SHERIFF AND HIS
make.
twelve icei
“o-- ---A large new 300 gallon water tank ' toT tw0 vehicles to pass and especial- all the old wood was taken out,
FORCE
has also been placed In the basement | jy en0Ugh room for the classes to go In one corner a closet was found that
of Van Vleck, this tank to be used in jrom one building t<J another where was oval, and when the carpenters
_____
connection with the hot and cold wa- recitations are being held.
had loosened up and dragged out this
^ 1 bn?UK lt .
The wide walks run along graceful closet, it proved to oe constructedSheriff Delbert Fortney In circuit
ter system for the baths,
Another conveniencethat haa been lines winding through groves and from a single large tree trunk which court resulted In the dismissal of
added is a waste shoot. From every connecting up artisticallywith the , n)Ugt have been neatly hollowed out Hercules Goselle
injunction refloor a shoot takes Junk and waste j differentbuildings to which they lead. | wlth an adz 0r some other primitive straining the county officers from enpaper to the furnace room In lhe , The wlde drives are all curbed, and tools
t00i8 of
0f three-score years
| terlng Jenison Park to do away
away W$tH
with
The wood Is as solid as the day It his gambling devices and to make arbasement where It is burned. T^is Dr Dimnent has thoughtfully remem
have
UUC0 » CA VTSbsa •carrying rubbish ' bered to --- them
------ so constructe( waa put In. and even Dr. Dimnent rests In connection with violationsof
down three flights of stairs and makes that the water can drain off In ralnj was surprised to not* the peculiarthe law relative to the operationof
for more conveniencealong this line. weather.
construction of the closet, made out . such devices.
monarch
the forest, | The Injunction was gotten out prior
The basement rooms are also being There are still more doings, for a of
doubt
tho to August first thru T. N. Robinson, a
remodeled and will be utilized as stor.» $2,600 heating plant is now being
rooms for which there was a great placed in the basement of Van Raalte college campus while Van VhJck Holland attorney who asked for an
need at the local
hall by Damstra Bros., who are In- was being built. Mr. Dimnent was so Injunctionfor his cl ent restraining
The exteriorof Van Vleck has Installinga vacuum return steam taken up with Its constructionthat Sheriff Fortney from Interferingwith
been pebbled at the foundation.The heating system, said to be the latest he had It sent to the museum as a the conductingof his business.
Olflcers claimed that Qosselle conred brick remains however, with along that line.
keep-sake.
___ large old-fashionedcapped winIn Wlnants chapel and Graves Hall . It Is also noteworthy that the lum- tinued to operate gambling devices in
dows altho repainted, remaining the still more Improvements are going on. ber that came out of the old bul.d- Jenison Park after August 1, hence
be unable
to do so under the law
same, the wide overhangingeaves are Net only are hardwood floors being ing
uw called clear oiuu.
.....
..... — -- -- -- ------ — Ing couia
could surety
surely be
stuff. will
those of 66 years ago, and the whole laid ifi the chapel proper, but these There is not a knot to be found in it upon the setting aside of the injunccontour of the old structure remains are being placed In the three recita- and there was no end of nails that tlon.
The injunction case was argued by
Van Vleck. The interior Is like a tion rooms on the second floor as the carpenters used to fasten the
ProsecutorMiles for the officers and
millionaire’spalace, hdwever, and an well.
! hoards together.
by Robinson A Parsons of Holland,
abode fit for the most exacting stuAs soon as all these new Improverepresenting Goselle. The argument
ments are finished the master painter ALPHABET PUZZLE
4.
of the defendantswas that such deThere are twenty-sevenrooms that will get busy and touch things up
FOR THE CHILDREN priving of the use of gambling demay be occupied as a dormitory and generally, and the landscapegardenThe News this week starts a unique vices would do away with a means of
will accommodate64 students, two in er will level things off and beautify
the grounds, especially where the feature in the way of an alphabet earning and that inasmuch as the opa
The transformationat Van Vleck wide concrete walks have replaced puzzle picture starting with the let- eration of such devices had continued
ter A which portrays a little lass for several years past, It would be »must be seen to be appreciatedand the barren gravel ORes.
it Is understood that Dr. Dimnent,
Surely when college opens In Sep- that might be called "The Milk regular to stop It now after new
who invited the writer to take a tour tember many students will be sur- Maid." The little ones are asked to leases had been signed and goods for
of inspection of thy building and the prised when they note the wonderful find the father and the brother of the sale purchased In large quantities.
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HOLLAND HARBOR

halls,
Uu*. —
giuuioil and the dining room with rounded by Ice-bergs.The next spring
To the old boys who studied at legislative
Mayor Stephan gave as his main large baskets of Frencu bouquets. sailor Frank Van Ry, now Holland's
Hope 36 or 40 years ago, yan Vleck reason
for taking this course that he
Doth me front and back yards were chief of police, and "Im" Alcott, also
was the building. It was the heart had teen advised by the city’s attorn- decorated
wun Japanese lanterns, a sailor, now with the DePree CO.,
and hub of the campus. All college ey In the.*matter, Mr. Dlekema, that
and a large arc light installedon the helped In getting the old schooneroil
activitiescentered around Van Vleck.
was exuomely doubtful If In the premises turned night into
the beach.
There could be found old Prot it
slow unwina.tig of the red tape of the
Mrs. James Melody, of Wyandotte, The tuge "Baehellor"and "JohnDoesburg’s room where Dutch and
United States supreme court the Ot- sister of Mrs. Van Du.-en, sang, "O son" of Grand Haven, captained
penmanship were taught.
tawa county case could be reached Promise Me." Arthur Van Duren, Jr., by Dick Connel and George BoomProf. Klelnhekselcould be found
before Mr. Fortney'sterm of office piayea the wedding maren. Rev. C. elutter, succeeded In getting the Grand
In the basement where students weru
expires. And If the case was reached
filled with Intricate mathematical after that date, the supreme court a Muste, of Bayonne, N. Y., who per- Haven off early in 1886, and It was
formed the ceremony,entered accum- during that year that Captain VanRy
problems.
would look upon it as a mere acad- panled by the groom and best man, now chief of police, sailed her.'
Prof. Sutphen presided on the first
emic matter and would refuse to rule Hans Knutson, brother of the groom. ^he steamer of Grand Haven was
floor with his difficult Latin lessons
The bridesmaidswere: Miss Lillian one of nine schoonere belonging to
on It.
that occasionally brought harsh words
The second reason given by the
of Louisville,Ky., who wore the Kirby fleet and they were all well
from excited students and after a mayor was that hitherto the people aTimons
peach canton crepe gown covered known on the lakes because of their
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OLD TYPE OF
VESSEL SAILS INTO

On recommendation of Mayor E. P
Tied up at Harringtoi'a dock, with
Stephan and concurred in by the Beautiful Ceremony Performed at the a large load of bardwool .umber, lay*
Van Duren Home in Presence of
Wonderful Changes Are Wrought On common council the word "Finis” was
the old schooner, "City of urami HaISO Guests
the Hope College
finally written to the Kamferbeekven." one of three of the only salUag
Campus
Fortney election case Wednesdayevvessels, . commonly called wind-jamening when it was decided not to go
A beautiful weuamg took place me.-s, now left on Lake Michigan.
any further but to drop the matter W vunt-buuy evening 8 o ciooa
The full-riggedship breesed into
Old Van Vleck Hall erected on where it now Is.
tno nomu ui Mr. uuu Mrs. Armur vaa Holland harbor from acy up Beaverwhat is called "the five acres" in 18M,
"I do this reluctantly,"the mayor L/ureu, i**ai inn sirooc, wneu Tall-Bay In Lake Huron, and the
Glared in his statemem to the coin- loeir daugmer Kamorme Vera u«- schooner le captainedby an old gea*
dearer to the hearts of every alumni ol, ..j would Uke nothJng better than
came t«e onue ui cairl Raymond ial Swede, named Emanuel Hallegran,
of Hope than possibly /he more mod- | to
h wlth lt t0 lhe ,R8t dltch|
Knutson of Ho nan u. me ceremony and the lumuer la consigned to the
'
are compelled to be practical, was periormeu in me beautltuuy uec- Moeke Lumber Co. of Zeeland,
undergone a wonderful
i„0 , /.nn.iHara tinn. a a m in
and practical
considerations seem to ormeu Van Duren nome in me pres- The schooner "Grand Haven"
tlon.
•make It necessarynot to go. But ence of uooui iuu relatives and built in 1873 at the Grand Haveu
As one meanders up the knoll to what I think of the man who benefits
ship yards, and was one of the largo
the center of Hope College campus^ by this miscarriageof Justice and
’me decorations were pink and fleet of schoonersowned by Captajn
he sees the same old Van Vleck, towholds the office of sheriff against the white, and palms and pina gladioli Kirby, father of former Judge of
ering from the top of the elevation,
expressed will of the majority of the were used in auundance. me panor Probate E P. Kirby of Grand Havea.
but the exterior is all that remains of
voters of Ottawa county would not and hall upstairs anu uownstairs,
In 1884 the echooner went on the
the old structure whose "walls, if
IS! A°
onnTd
in ,ook *0°d In print and wouldntnot
be the room wnere the presents were uis- beach at White Lake In the fall, anti
these had ears, could tell some In- In keeping ,„i,h
•Hoha
with the dignity of thesi played were decorated wnn ferns and remained high and dry all winter eur-
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OLD VAN VLEOK
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dent.
room.
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grounds. Intends to set aside a day transformation.
when the general public can also enEverjrthing connectedwith the new
joy an afternoon looking over the Institutiongives it an air of solidmany changes wrought at the local ity and subsUntialgrowth, and Holland cannot help but feel proud of
college.
the work so ably supervised and planned by the president of the local colTCorrtinne<f (n t^ert^^imnnT
lege.

ProsecutorMiles stated the law
the feature Interesting In regard to the case and urged that
to the older children, but Is especially the law should be upheld. If the
instructive to the little kindergarten- gambling injunction hafl been made
ers who must still learn their -A. ». to sUck, It would be Just as fair for
C’s and one will be published each bootleggers, burglars and law breakweek until the 26 lettera in the alpha- • era to secure the same
bet have made their puzsle known. * pointed out
maid.
Not only

is

p

Page Two

Holland City News

OLD GENTLEMAN “CASE”
VAN LOO 85 YEAES OLD

of the citizens of Holland and that
In this hour of trial we ask for hor
the mercy and blessings oi our
Heavenly Father. Be It further
Resolved, that an engrossed copy
of these resolutions be sent to the
widow, a copy to the local press, and
himself.” j
pressed, hls face grave. •
Before we could ring, In fact before
Roche turned to us with a half that they be spread at length upon
we could reach the top step of the smile. Tt’e such a simple case, Mr.
piazza, the door was flung open and a Bartley, that it won’t need any of
your skill to solve it. The doctor
"Only what I told you. I hod Just
gotten out of bed, when the bell rang
and an excited voice asked me to
come at once, as they had Just found
Slyke dead and thought he had killed!
.

|

Hon. C. Van Loo, one 'of our most'
respected citizensof Zociand, on last
Tuesday evening, August 7th, celebrated the S5ih anniversaryof his
birth at his home on Central avenue
In company with his wife; all his

J

Outofthe
Darkness

childrenand grandchildren. Those
present besides Mr. and ilrs. Van Loo
were Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Van Loo and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Glerum
and children, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Glerum and children, Mr. and Mrs.
H. A. Van Dyke and children, all of
Zeeland. The evening wac most pleasantly spent by all. Mr. Van Loo Is
one of the pioneer settlers of this section immigratingto this country with
his parents in 1849 at the age of ten
years from the Nethei lands. He is a
veteran of the Civil war in which he
saw four years of active service,and
Is now still actively engaged in business as secretary and treasurer of the
Zeeland Furniture Mfg Co., besides
having filled numerous positions of
trust. He is still hale and hearty, his

appearance belying

his

*9

Q
by

!rwiaM«r«ra

CoMrrigfctun

but did not attempt to loosen their clutch. With
another glance at the pillow and the
face upon It, he rose, hla lips 'com-

* M*. Mm* * oa, im.

der."

years. He

Bartley did not speak, but

sat

watching the glowing tip of hls cigarette. I knew he was waiting for the
doctor to say more.
"Both the men that were arrested,”
the doctor continued, "had worked at
one time or another for Slyke. You
would have thought that, if they had
been the ones who broke Into his
house, be would have recognized
them. But he told me positivelythat "It's Come, Doctor, It’a Come, Just as
night, or ratber that morning, that he
I Expected — He’s Killed Himself—"
had not recognized either of them."
As the doctor did not continue, woman of about fifty rushed wildly
Bartley asked, "Then he never, at any to the doctor’sside. She was far from
time, said he recognized either of the an attractivewoman, thin, with what
Is called a hatchet face. Her shrill
men?"
The doctor shook hls head. "No. he voice broke as she grabbed the doenever did. At the trial he said there tor’a arm and cried:
"It’e come, doctor, It’s come, Just aa
had not been enough light for him to
see their faces. Ruth, the step-daugh- I expected. He’s killed himself. Oh,
I knew there would be trouble. Night
ter, was the only one who thought she
recognized them — that !*, one of ffrter night I have had a message on
the oulja board. It said again and
them."
Bartley gsked quietly, "What was again. Trouble, trouble coming.’ And
the mlx-up between the state police I have dreamed that he was dead, teo.
It’s come. He Is dead."
and the local police ?’’
Bartley gave me a look. This, he
King looked surprised. "Why, I
knew, was Mias Potter,
sister
never
'•wwa aaasvw
knew there
»»
was
™ no my.
zutva xrx
Of course.
v w u
--- ' the ------ of
—
there Is some foolish jealousy be- ••Slyke’sdead wife and an ardent spir-

ALL THE KAMMERAADS
HOLD REUNIOX
A reunion of the Kammeraad famwas held at Jenison Park, Wed-

ily

nesday, August 8, 1923, to celebrate
the 66th anniversary of the arrival of

Frans Kammeraad and his wife, in
this country, with their three sons
and two daughters from the Netherlands in 1867. Not less than 175 defendants were present to represent
the .four generations of the Kammeraads in this country.
A pionic dinner was served, follow-

ed by speeches given by members
from each of fhe four generations. A
particularfeature of these was a
brief history of the family, from their
departure from the Netherlands to
*the present time. It was eminent
throughout all the speeches that all
present were jxatef ul to Frans Kammeraad and his family for having endured the hardships accompanying
their moving to this country and
thus allow his decendantsto become
a part of this nation.

After the speeches came the big
feature of the meeting, thd organizing
and electing of officers to unite the
,

family and make this meeting an annual ©vent. Mr. Frank Kammeraad
jna elected President; Mrs. 8. Kars-

»

ten, secretary, and Mr. Frank Bolhuls, treasurer. It 'was planned to
compute a recoTfl of the family starting from 1867 and continuing It each
year In the future.
Following this a sport program
was enjoyed by all, the prize winners
of wlilch are the following: Lolly pop
race, Harold Vander Hill, Harold
1 Kamernad,Mary Jane Vaupell, Mar' Jorle Bolhuis; Peanut > Scramble,

little,

i

,

tween the two branches. The state
It was some time before the doctor
police arrested those men simply becau8e they were sneaking through the could get her calmed down enough to
fields at three o’clock In the, morning Introduce us.
By the time the Introductions had
and refused to give an account of
themselves.I have heard that the of- been completed, we were all In the big
ficer In command of the troopers room In which we had met Slyke the
never believed that these men had day before. Currie had told us the
anything to do with the Slyke affair. previous evening that Slyke was to
Adrian Kammeraad. Angie Kammerhave a card party that night, and the
aad; Clothes-pin race, Clara Over- Most of the evidence against them
beek; Shoe Lacing. John SHbellnk: was not found until several days room showed that there had been one.
Wheelbarrowrace, Donald Van Als- later— some by the local police and In the center were three card tables,
burg and "Bud" Singh; Balloon Blow- some by Slyke’s chauffeur. When the with the chairs pushed back from
ing, Mrs. Nick Kammeraad; Dressing
police were first called in, they didn’t them, evidentlyleft as they were
•contest,Henry Kammeraad: Surnrlse
when the pasty broke up.
contest, Mrs. J. E. Kardux, Irene find any evidence;Indeed, I do not
After a quick glance around, BartBolhuis; Smoking contest, John D. think they looked for any until the
ley turned to Miss Potter. “Suppose
Tan Alsburg; Backward race, Russel next monlng."
McFall: Mrs. Art Kammeraad whs the
Currie rose and suggested we play you tell us how Mr. Slyke was discovtallest lady, prize, can of shortening,
a
game of billiards;and the conver- ered."
•to shorten; Mrs. John SelbellnJcwas
She gave a start, wrung her hands,
sation
about the burglary ended,
the shortest lady, prize, can of bakand
answered excitedly,‘The butler
j While I play at the game, Bartley plays
In# powder to rise.
with uncanny skill, and both Currie found him. Mr. Slyke was gbing fishing today, and was to have been called
* and the doctor were almost equally
COLONIAL
early. The butler went to knock on
I good players.It was not until some
PLAY AT
hours later, when the doctor was his door and found It half opened

Who

ORCHESTRA

GRAND

OUTING

best

ley. It’s suicide. He has the gun
In hls hand."
Bartley gave him an amused glance

as he answered, Tt may be foolish,
but It’s murder. True, he has the
gun In hls hand; and that makes It
look something like suicide, I agree;
but that’s Just what someone wanted

woman had been buying a
furnace she would naturally have
used the same logic. She would
If this

us to think.”

have chosen the furnace with the

This statement seemed to make
Roche angry. Hls face flushed and
he sneered, "Oh, come now, how do
yon expect to prove that?"
Bartley did not answer but simply
pointed to the gun. I think we all
looked at It rather foolishly,as If
we expected to find In It, by some
miracle, a clue to hls statement.
As we did not speak," he replied,
"Roche, you think that the fact he la
found dead with the gun in hls hand,
prove* that he committedsuicide. But
to me, that gun and the way It Is held,
proves murder. Not only murder,\but
that the gun was placed in hls hand
after death. Look at the way the
hand grasps the revolver.It Is not
held so firmly bat that with some
effort It can be removed. The testimony of all medico-legalist*is that In
cases of suicide or of accidents, the
attitudes and acts of the person
whose life Is suddenlyended are continued for some seconds after death."
Roche was listening attentively,but
Bartley’slast words were a little’ over
bis head. Perceiving that he did not
understand, Bartley explained at

best

record. Knowing that the

Holland Furnace “Makes

WARM

FRIENDS,”

can you imagine her choosing any

-

’

other?

HOLLAND FURNACE

CO.,

General Offices — Holland, Mich.

225 Branches in Central

States.

Largest Installers of Furnaces
in the World.
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dead."

re-

Whether she meant to choose one
had a record as a husband or as' a
man is also a question, but in any
case she meant to avoid disap-

something of the sort. Roche grunted
In amusement, and turned to King.
"Do you hear the man now! Murder! Why, that’s foolish,MV. Bart-

;

Brouwer.

of great

record?”

horror.

1

,

do the choosing; I
Will have the husband who has the

words. His manner had been so
serious that I had been expecting

RAPIDS
called away by telephone, that we
The Young Men’s League of young realizedhow late It was.
men from Reformed and Christian Bartley and I were tired after our
Reformed churches of Grand Rap- ride and the long hours of visiting,
ids will hold its annual outing at the and we we&t Immediately to our
Fcanklln Park on Labor day, Monday, Sept. *. A program of addresses rooms. Neither was inclined to talk,
and sports has been arranged. The but Bartley did unburden himself
speakers on the morning program will enough to say he believed that Slyke
be Rev. J. O. Bouwsma, Jenison, and knew who had committed the burProf. J.G. Vanden Bosch of Calvin
glary, but for some reason wanted to
college. The former will speak in the
bide the fact. Five minutes later, I
Holland language.
,
The afternoon program calls for ad- was in bed and asleep.
dresses by Rev. D. R. Drukker, ZeeI slept without dreaming, until
lan;d; Rev. Keegstra, who will speak someone aroused me by a vigorous found he wfca dead?"
In the Holland language, and Rev. H.
Bob Kulte who was arrested on the
For the hundredthtime she brushed
shake. Bending over me, already
Bel, Muskegon. Richard Postma will
the hair from her eyes. "I called the charge of disposing of moonshine had
dressed,
was
Bartley.
I
vaguely
nobe chairman of the day. Music will
hls hearing before Justice Van Schelbe furnished by the Colonial orches- ticed a strange look In hla eyes and Servant*— Ruth was not here. Then I ven and was bound over to circuit
tra of Holland, managed by Edward traces of excitement on hls face, but telephoned for the doctor."
court for trial. The case will be tried
Roche did not like Bartley's doing on the 16th of August with Attorneys
I was too tired to be Interested and
A new feature this year will be an
all the questioning, and he asserted Lokker and Den Herder defending
evening address. This will be given started to turn over and go to sleep
Mr. Kulte.
by Rev. E B. Pekeldtr, Wyoming again. He threw the covers off me, hls official position by saying that it
was time we went up to the room
Park. Other numbers will be furn- saying In an eager voice:
Mr. James D. Melody and daughter
ished for the evening program by
"Get up, Pelt, get up quick! Doc- where Slyke lay. Miss Potter led the Cecilia, are the guests of .Mr. and
members of various societies.
tor King has Just 'phoned us to meet way, walking like one weary .and Mrs. Arthur Van Duren, 24 East 14th
him at Slyke's house. They found overwhelmed with grief. The room, street.
MORE STUDENTS AT
thirty feet square, was larger than I
LOCAL SEMINARY Slyke in hls bed—" he paused
had expected to find. It was fur"—
COMMON COUNCIL
Western Theological seminary will
"Dead?" I questioned."But why- nished like a den. The bed In one
Holland, Mich., Aug. 7, 1923.
©pen Sept. 19. Indications are that
corner was the only evidence that It
The Common council met In spethe enrollmentwill exceed last year, how — "
which was the largest recordedsince
Bartley did not wait for me to fin- waa used for sleeping purposes. Un- cial sessionand was called to order by
the Institutionwas started in 18 06.
der the white coverlet we could see the Mayor.
Present — Mayor Stephan, Aids. Klels
The total number of giaduatesfr »m ish. "Shot. They told King It was the still form of a man huddled In
Drinkwater*Brieve, Laepple, Kamthe seminary has reached 240, of suicide."
heap, lying on hla back, hls legs ex- meraad, Brinkman, Peterson, Wickwhich 24 have entered the foreign
tending Into the air a little beyond erink Sprang i^nd Vander Hill and the
field as missionaries for the ReformCHAPTER III
ed denomination.
the foot of the bed. Hls face was clerk.
The Mayor reported that the meethalf hidden by the bedclothes, which
Suicide or Murder.
ing was called for the purpose of takwere
closely
drawn
around
hls
neck
I was out of bed in a moment, and
ing action in recognition of the death
getting Into my clothes as rapidly as and over hls chin. The doctor hud of President Harding.
DECISION OF
On motion of Aid. Laepple,
I could. Fully dressed, I followed taken hls positionat Slyke's head, and
Resolved that the Mayor appoint a
Six men to whom wag assigned the
we
all
stood
about
him
In
silence
until
special committee of three to draft
task of looking Into the death of Har- Bartley out onto the lawn, which was
suitable resolutions. The Mayor apold Johnson who died tecause he was still wet with the morning dew. We Bartley’s voice broke the stillness.
"Miss Potter, when you came in pointed as such committee. Aid. Laetfpinned underneath an electricelevat- crossed the field and went through
or at the Heinz Pickling plant, brot the woods In silence. At last I ven- did you touch the bedclothes at all?" ple, Aid. Brinkman and City Attorney
in a decision that the death was pure
She hesitated a second, as If trying McBride
tured to ask what It waa that he had
The council here took a short rely accidental and absolves the comto
think, then replied, "No, I gave
pany from the charge of criminal heard regarding Slyke's death.
After the recess the council having
negligence.
"About five minutes before I woke a quick look, saw he was dead, and
been called to^ order, the Mayor, the
There had been a great many ru- you, King 'phoned to say that he had hurried from the room.”
mors afloat relativeto this sad death
"And they are just as you found above mentioned Aldermen and Cldrk
and It Is because of this fact that Jus- been called to Slyke’s house— that he them— I mean, up around hls chin being present, the special committee
on resolutions reported as followi
tice VanSchelven decided to -call an In- was dead. He was told that he bad
this wayT
These men retired Into the mayor's
quest in order to clear this matter up. committed suicide.’’
"So far aa I know. The bntler lays office, drew up the resolutionsand
The Jury put considerable time on
"Why should be have killed him*
these were read to the common counthe case and In the hearing many
he never went near the bed at all."
witnesseswere called by Prosecutor self?" I asked. "He did not look to
Without
a
word,
Bartley
pulled cil and after the reading, the alder
me like a man who had nerve enongh
Miles who represented the people.
men arose as one man, and with
back the covert as far aa the man’s bowed heads voted the passing of the
Attorney G. J. Diekema who Is at- for that"
torney for the H. J. Heinz Co., was
In a moody tone Bartley replied, chest. Slyke’s nightshirt had not following resolutions
also present.
Whereas It has pleased Almighty
been buttoned. Hls face was calm,
‘‘I don't think he did,’’ and left me
It was only the Intent of the county
God in hls infinite wisdom to remove
showing
not
the
slightest
sign
of
officers including ProsecutorMiles to to puzzle out hie meaning.
from among ua Warren G. Harding,
find out the truth of the mattei1, and
When we reached the house there death struggle ; hla eyes closed; hls President of the United States, and
it was felt that the proper thing to do
wu no outward evidence that any- mouth partly open. As Bartley pulled Whereas, the late president was a
was to draw a Jury to Investigatethe thing unusual had taken place. Doc- the clothes still further down, we saw true exemplar of Christian manhood
case.
that the right hand held a revolver. and sterlingAmericanism, and
The Jury appointedto investigate tor King's car waa coming up the Then we noticed the wound that hud
Whereas, by his precept and exthe affair consisted of Fred Beeuwkes drive as we neared the front of the
ample during hls lifetime, he has left
caused
bis
death.
It
was
under
hls
John Vanderslu’s, Bernard Keefer, Louse. With him wds a short, re<k
this world better than when he enterMartin VanderBle,Jacob Lokker, and faced Irishman In police uniform, left ear, half hidden by the pillow, ed it. Therefore, be it
Alex Van Zanten.
on which were a few drops of blood,
Resolved, by the Common Council
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Tanis and fam- whom he Introduced, a moment later, t The doctor knelt and examined the of the City of Holland in Special Sesily ars resorting at Buchanan Beach. as Roche, the chief of the local police
wound closely,then rose to his feet. sion assembled that we deplore his
force.
loss and that we give thanka to AlBartley In turn bent over the body mighty God for having givAn to ’hls
Mr and Mrs. Jocob Fris have reBartley tnrned to the doctor. "Just
but he turned hls ahentlon to the
so great and good a man. And,
turned from a motor trip *.o Chicago
what did they tell you ovtr ths hand holding the revolver. It lay nation
Miss Lillian Tlmons of Louisville,
be It further
Reeolved, that we extend to the be
KyM is the guest of Attorney and Mrs. •phone?" he asked.
cloaa to the side j>f the body with the
reaved widow the alncere sympathies
Arthur Van Duren and family.

4

follows — Alda Klels,
Drinkwater,Brieve, Laepple,Kammorasd, Brinkman, Peterson, WlckerInk Sprapg and Vander Hill.
Adjourned.
•; • Richard Overweg. city clerk.

woman

was the

chosen, I

this: In cases of suicide or where a
man shoots himself by accident and
dies suddenly, the band clutchea the
weapon so tightly that after death It
la almost Impossibleto loosen his
grip. There Is a muscularspasm that
follows death which causes the hand
to grip the weapon even more tightly
than In life. Most medico-legal hooka
agree 'that a weapon so held Is the
and—’’ .
Bartley Interrupted, “Then, I take best evidence of suicide."
It, he usually kept the door of hls
room locked."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
"He did. I do not know why. The
bntler saw It was open, looked In,
called him, and got no answer. Then
Mrs. J. C .Post entertained over the
he came and told me. I was at break- week end Mr John C. Post of Akron,
Mr. Hoyt G. Post of New York
fast I went to his room, and there Ohio,
City, who is spending a week In Holbe waa— " and her voice trailed off land, and Mr. and Mrs William Leslie
In
'
Holt and John William and Gilbert
Bartley’s face was very grave aa Holt of Washington, D. C., who are
he said, "What did yon do when you spending a month In Holland.

^

ing vote as

noun, who said: “Instead of being

|

greater length

the minutes of the Common Council.
Said resolution prevailed by a ris-

WHO WAS SHE?

At hls words Miss Potter, wh* had
been standing beside me, eagerly
watching everythingthat was dene,
gave a little cry. As for myself, I
was not greatly surprised at hls

The doctor remarked, was called
in as the family physician by Slyke,
on the night of the burglary.He told
me, at the time, that he had not recognised either of the men."

promises to celebrate irany a return
of this happy occasion.Mr. Van Loo
is one of the old Republican wheelhorses and makes a fierey speech at
every county conventiondenouncing
the democrats and primary reforms.

TOLL

ley moved It a

won’t need to hold a long inquest. It’s
as clear a case of suicide as I have
ever seen. He undressed, got in bed,
and then shot himself. There is the
gun in hls hand. Not much In this
case, is there?"
The doctor half nodded In agreement; but Bartley, as If he had not
heard, bent again over the bed, his
face stern, and examined the revolver.
When he straightenedup, he said
simply. "It’s serious enough. Chief.
Murder always Is, and this t» mur-

CHARLES J.bUTTON

IflortretioM

fingers gripping the butt firmly.Bart-

_

,

JOHMDEJONGE,

D. C. Ph. C.
SPLEEN
KIDNEYS
SMALL BOWEL
Thermic Fever
LARGE BOWEL is the inability of
GENITAL ORGANS foody [0 adjust
THIGHS A LEGS Raelf to any temperature. Some

*

are never in danger of overheating. Others are
never out of danger. Adapting the body to greater heat is a matter of
eliminatiqn
lAtiqn of heat through the skin, and the con
dition of the skin is due principallyto the activity
of the kidneys. A displacement of spinal joints
causing pressure on spinal nerves to the kidneys
is alone enough to cause overheating. When by
chiropractic spinal adjustments the spinal nerves
to the kidneys are freed, there is little danger of
overheating.

ACCIDENTAL DEATH
JURY

Troubled

for

20

Years.

\

would b#Ve

“I easily overheated and at intervals

stinging pains in my abdomen- 'This started
twenty years ago and for several years increased in frequency. Then it became a pronounced kidney trouble with pain and soreness

cess.

which

I thought, was a growing cancer. Chiropractic spinal adjustments have removed the
trouble- Kverybit of the pain and soreness
has gone. Chiropractic is an untold blessing.”

—Mrs. Mary

E- Johnson, ChiropracticResearch
Bureau, Statement No. 1273H.

Bafina. — When your health begtnz depends on. when
yon telephone 2479 for an appointment Consultation is with-
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Peters Bldg.
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daily

Hours 1 30 to 5 P. M.
7 to 8 P.II., Tow., Thor, and
Citz. Phone 2479
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Bree Bldg

Hour* 9 to 11 A. M. daily
7 to 8 P.M.’Mon. ,Wed.,Fr.
Citz. Phone 187
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./Holland City News
HOLLAND MOURNS
DEATH OF WARREN
G. HARDING

for even the old world, England, France, Holland,Germany and
others, are today paying tribute to
Mr. Harding,our chief executive that
was. Even the King of England has
set apart thirty days when that
country will oScially mourn.
A fortnight ago a train was steaming tfostward.Our beloved president
was aboard. The peoples of this great
natlofr' gathered to hear what tho
president had to say. Everywhere
he unburdened himself of the great
questions that are closeiyallied to the

and mistakesof his cabinet, he took the memoers oi the. Board vt *ducaOn tbe other hand, for aim being prutciiu
me creditable accomplishments, hsj A more sutcceeiS., * moie tuplesRRV6 them the
live und a mure eiuootUijfconducted
"Besides’ his kindliness and his meeting was c»»v.r »*iwre ueii
strength, he wa.K’ortlfledby courage, in Holland.
He vetoed the bonus bill which! The program us rouuered follows
meant a great deal to the noblest class below;
of boys tha • live, and who knows Mayor E. P. btephau,rre^a.ng^
the pressure that was brought to bear Organ Voluntary — a hong oi Cun- ~
upon him. He knew that a storm of | eolation...^,_______________ti. ti. Colt
protest and severe censure would fol- Prof. Alls D. tfuidtuu, Mus Doc
low his act, but he felt at this time, Singing — "Nearer my oou 10 Thee"
when burdened with war debt, that! —Audience led by ur. J. B. Nyktrk
the national treasury could not stand ' Invocation.
— .........
.Prof, j, E. Kuizengti,
the pressure of these new added bur- ' Solo — "Open the Oates ....Mrs. Knoii
dens, am} I want to say that It took
Mrs. J. E. Telling
courage to take this step, when a Reading of Scripture
more convenient and a more popular I — .............. Prof. Wynand Wlchers
way could be followed cut. that would Reading of President Cpoildkes
pacify the boys whom he loved sol Proclamation....Dr. E. D. Dimnent
well,' and popularize temporarilyhis Music-Selected ..............Male yuartei
act*
! Address ..................
Hon. Q. J. Dlekuma
Mr. Harding's greatest accomplish- Singing— "America’’ ... .......-Audience
ment was his calling together of tM ' Benediction..............Rev. B H Elmnk
different nations of tho earth around ; Postlude—“FumTul March on ihe
Hie peace table. In tho midst of all Death of a Hero” ___ _ Beethoven

figure,

Dlgnifled> 8olom«, ImpreaBlyo,inspiring might bo tho words used to

cxprofs the impressions gained from
the wonderful memori^J servloes held

by Holland’s citizensat Central Ave-

-tire blame.

credit.

through adversities

and

.

peace.

/

»

,

,

•

:

r-,

and

in a short time you will have a car of
your own. Then all “out-oWoors” will be
yours to enjoy with your family.

Think of the comfort, the pleasure and
happiness which will be yours.

—

—

stemmed.

—

’

nation.

.

storm.

"That Mr. Harding was a man

fel-

low townsman, who had known President Harding Intimately thru life,
was next on the program as giving the
memorial address of the day.
Mayor Stephan introducingMr.

—

“We

•

farm house by his aged father, a ernments. The common barberry
simple notary, and in his -first mei- bu8h must be removed because 'It
sage to the America* people this also spreads the black stem rust of wheat,
Christian man gave these words: In other small grains, and grasses. By
the time of stress, I know God will removing the common barberry aid
noi. turn away from this great coun- thus breaking thd life cycle of the
try. I will pick up the flag where he black stem rust, the millions of doldropped It. and carry
lars of damage done annuallyby the
"Farewellgreat soul. Behind thee rU8t can be
thou hast left h circle of
No penalty is attachedto the poaFarewell, great soul, find let us add session of a common barberry bush,
it reverently. 'God reigns and the though the state law provides for the
great Republic at Washington punishment of persons who refuse to
remove their bushes when notified.
The decorations were simple and The government scouts,- however, annot overdone. The organ loft was nounced that they have no Intention
draped in black and purple silkoline of invoking the law unless it Is absoentwlned with the national colors, lutely necessary. They believe that
l/nderneath a beautiful portrait of people in Ottawa county wfho have
^residentHarding, a large magnolia barberry bushes will gladly co-operwreath entwined with iliac colored ate ‘n destroying them as a means of
flowers •onstituted the decorations. controllingblack stem rust.
Japanese barberry is a horticulturBorderingthe rostrum were ferns and
al variety of barberry.It is harmleaa
potted plants.’
Dr. Nykerk of Hope College again and should not be deslioyed.
showed his ability as a chorus
...
having 'charge of the community $500,000.00 FLAMES HITS
singing, leading in the rendering of
A DOTCH COLON?
M-jiik s ""Abide With Me," •America"
. Fire caused damage of mere than
and the ’Doxology." In a short dis- a half million dollars in the "Dutch
each song the docto* Co, .. ^oo|en mUl8 Saturday aftercourse before
ociure^cnsungLucu^y.
told how best JO get real Impression In noon Rt
Amana; j*.
singing of these appropriateselecThe "Dutch colony” consistsof five
:
small separate towns and is known
Rev. Jl B. Einlnk and the officials of
throughout the country for its woolthe church deserve commendation for
en and other textilegoods.
the wonderful way in which they coFire departments from Cedar Rapoperated with the different commii- ids. Iowa City and Marengo were
t-nH in charge of these memorial exrushed. to the scene.

on."

the greatest institutionof this nation,
at the closing moment of his life that
American home, and the Ameriwhich was so gloriously expressed in the
can home life. >
tne song n« so ueariy loved
'In my discourse I first wish to pay
•'Hold Ihou Toy cross before my
tribute to Mr. Harding as a man.
closing eyes;
second, as a Christian,and third, as a
Shine thro’ tho gloom, and point me
statesman.
to the skies:
As a man he was simple, kindly and
Heav’n’s morning breaks, and earth’s
gentle, but without weakness. Great
vague shadows flte
In life, in death, 0, Lord, abide with without ostentation. He was like a
deep placid stream, moving forward
me!”
Mr. Siephan next called upon Mrs. and onward, with an irresistible force
*
J. E. Telling, who sang a most ap- that could not be
"He was a constructive worker; a
propriatesong, “Open the Gates of
the Temple,” A more fitting solo num- persistentworker, a conscientious
ber could not have been selected and worker. It Is said that since the time
Mrs. Telling sang the contribution of the beloved McKinley to the time
with an expression and a pathos that of Roosevelt, the president’s duties
simply captivated her listeners. Tho had Increasedfive times; Since the
song fitted tha occasion and time of Roosevelt and during the war,
Mrs. Telling was Just the proper per- three times; and since the war these
duties have multiplied still more, and
son to sing It.
through it all, this great American
• In introducing Mrs. Telling, Mayor
performed these duties, no matter
Stephan said
“We will be favored at this time how burdensome, and while our bewith a solo by Mrs. J. E. Telling. The loved Lincoln, and our illustrious Garfield and our kindly McKinley died
title of the song is ’Open the Gates
i by Mrs. Knott. It la a beautiful song martyrs at the hands of tne assassins
bullet, our beloved president, Mr.
— both the words and music.
“'rtiose of us who were present at Harding, was laid low and died u
the services in Hope church on Me- martyr because of many duties which
» modal Sunday will bq glad to hear he did not shirk, but performed for
Mrs. Telling sing it again. In fact It the good of this great American peowas at the urgent request of some ple.. He died, the country's Christian
who heard her that daV .that Mrs. martyr. - He gave his Ufa to' this
-,
Telling has consented to sing this song great
* "Mr. Harding was essentiallyloyal.
today.
He had an attractive personality and
’To those of you who have not
after meeting Mr. Harding one felt
heard it, I wish to say that you have that one had met a man who would
a real treat coming.
be a mainstay in the time of stress
“It gives me great pleasure at this
and
time to present to you Mrs. J. E. Tell‘‘He was kind-hearted, gentle and
ing. Holland’s talented singer.
loving. He did not believe in tho
Aftfar Dr. Wynand Wlchers had
power of war, but in the power of
read a chapter from scripture and human and divine love, and as sunPresident Dimnent of Hope College light envelopes the entire earth, beauhad Impressively read the message tifying everything that lives, so he
from President Coolidge,a quartet felt that In the near future tii- divine
composed of Messrs. Gerdt TerBeek, power of love would also radiate this
Elmer Schepers, John Ter Beek and earth, and put an end to the power
John Ter Vree very Impressively of war which causes death and desang “One Sweetly Solemn Thought,’’
: Ambrose, a fitting number at this struction.
»
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week you add a little
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Nothing was left undone to make
fhe audience comfortable, even the
ushers being furnished by the church.
It is doubtful If ever Holland’sofficial body was more largely represented/ These gathered at the. city hall
at 2 o'clock and headed by the mayor and Mr. Diekema. a march was
made to the place of meeting with a
very few absentees in the ranks, even

ot

clean principlesand sterling character
is shown in an editorialprinted in the
Marion (O.) Star long before he became a political figure. Mr. Harding
asked from his writing stuff to print
the truth; to write nothing mean or
suggestive; to print ncAhin(j In that
paper which entered the homes, that
would In any way destroy or put a
lewd thought In the mind of a child.
I hope that Mr. Harding’s spirit of
fraternityand love may permeate every home in Holland, and that being
the case, the sun will shine brighter

saved.

gold.

are gathered here today for
a two-fold purpose. Our dead
president, Warren G. Harding,was a
man whom to know was to love and
respect. . Most of us have never seen
him. but his J'fo and career ns President of this great country has en- tomorrow.
deared him to us. This magnificent
"As a personal friend I can well
audience is a living testimonyof our speak of the Christian Character \if
grief and so-row, and reveals to the
our departed Iead«r. His mother was
world our deep sense of loss In the a devout Christian,and it was at his
death of this great man.
mother's knee that he was taught
"It is very appropriate that wo
to recite the bible stories which he
should gather at a time and occasion loved so wejl. His mother’sChristian
of (his kind In a building dedicated
spirit permeated his whole being
to the worship of God, and with earnwhich was illustratedin all his acts
est fervid spirit, and saddened hearts,
humbly bow before Him with thanks- and speeches.She impressedreligious
principles upon Warren, the boy,
giving and prayer.
"The speaker who will lead our which stayed through life with Hardthoughts this after- aon along these ing the man.
"In his trip westward and even belines, needs no Introduction.He Is
known and beloved by all of us, and fore, it semed that the departed presIs pre-eminently the man for the oc- ident hhd a premonition that somecasion. A personal acquaintance with thing wafl to happen that was to
tbe dead president and h believer and change all things. It seems that he
follower of the Lord Jesus Christ, in must have felt that the end was not
the faith of whom President Harding tar, and that he must have heard the
died. I know that he wifl not disap fluttering of the wings of the angel of
point us in his message> t<
today — G. J. death as it. seemed to follow In the
wake of the speedingtrain westward.
Diekema."
Mr. Diekema In portraying the life All his preparations in a business way
of Mr. Harding w$s not only speaking had been made. He had made h<*
on a subject with which he was thor- will; he had sold his paper; he had
oughly acquaintedbut it was appar- disposed of hla farm.
However on his trip westward he
ent that he felt hi* theme which was
very close and dear to his heart, and had also become a crusaderfor Jesus
the picture he drew# of o\gr beloved Christ, for the president believed in
president was a portrayal of patience, Almighty God. But he did not stop
at believing,but his last message to
force. ‘guidance and love.
the people •ot this nation was to folMr. Diekema said:
"All of us are pilgrims moving In low in the teachingsof the Son of
the some direction toward the dark God. Harding has always been a
unknown. We are all travelers, moth- great religious crusader. He had no
ers and babes, rich and poor, white patience for those who ridiculed reand black, good and bad. King and ligion, and he walked honorably by
peasant,Presidentand people. 'At his Master.
Intervalsspme drop out. Occasionally
"As a statesman I can quote notha great leader falls out of the proces- ing stronger than the words of Lloyd
sion. and the procession stops to pay George when he said, "One of tho
tribute. For that reason we pause strongestrulers of the earth has
this day to pay our respect to a great passed away. Not alone was Mr.
pilot, who guided the Ship of State to Harding an able executive, but he
peaceful waters. All about us there surrounded himself with great men.
is turbulence. In this nation v the And great questions solved, ‘he did
guiding hand of a beloved president not take the credit himself, but gave
has led us aright.
the credit to the men with whom he
"Warren G. Harding was a world was associated. In fact for the faults
•

m
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Starts \bu Toward the Ownership of ft

Buy your

G. J. Dleketna, Orator of the Day
of Mr. Harding s
Christian life he pointed out that
through set-backs and triumphs,
‘Abide with me," the song he loved so
marching steadily onward until hand
well was indicative of the fact that In hand they filled the most eminent
our lute president looked to, his
the gift of a great people. The
Maker for guidance ar.d sustenance place,
nation too, Joins In paying tribute to
in his great work and he hoped,1 her today, for togetherthey exalted
prayed and fdt that to him hud come

time.
The Hon. G. J. Diekema, our

9 .
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when speaking

Diekema said:
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‘tHj asked that God would sustain
her in her great bereavement,fqr ui1. 1- itti tjud must have a great nurpos
in taking away Warren O. Harding
who apparentlywas at the zenith of
his
' The prayer of Dr. Kulzenga,left a
profound impresi-lon und especially

career.

IaTv.__

'

portrayed the beloved Mrs. Harding
as a real help-meetwho ;» d b’ n
president's partner thru life sharing
his trials and helping in his every ambition for tho good >f this grotu pc •

,

Pays To Advertise In Tke News

_

the different national representatives,
— with differentthoughts und Ideas, and 1
..
different religions,Mr. Harding brot ( olA JXLCiN T
M. A. G.
order out of chaos and at least opened the door to a beginning of tho ending of war and strife.
“Mr. Harding was a unique figure
Six men from the Michigan Agnin this peace conferenceand his action at that time will make him an cultural College who are employed by
-outstanding personality us a mesaen-L. c, „
ger of
the I-ederal and State Departments
affluence
“On another occasion. Mr Harding 9* "Krleulturehave been detailed by
showed his greatness. Th'.s was when
? ei!
Mate leader of the
he guve his great oration at the grave; n..otla barberry eradication forces to
of the unknown soldier. In the middle
a *:0“I!toy-Th*1,1* headquarters
of his discourse leading up to his is 12J West 13th St., Holland. It will!
climax, he said, ‘Let us Peclte tho be the duty of these scouts, Joe EdLord’s prayer,’and at the side of that mond, Wegard Mathleson, Delbert
grave, Jew and Ge*Uilo, Christian Swartz Urdis Eewis, George Kuhn
and Mohammedan In unison repeated and Wesiey McIntyre,to visit every
the words, “Our Father Who art in farm in the county in their search
for the common barberry bush. City
Heaven.’
_‘The closing of Harding’s life will property o- well as farms will be
thoroughly tcouted.
be like a star that has became exThis campaign in Ottawa county is
tinct, for strike a star from the unia part of the large barberry eradlcaverse and the light will still shine on
tion campaign that Is being carried
for years to come. 8» alse will tho
on In thirteen of the northern grain
deeds and accomplishmentsof Mr. growing states. All of the southern
Harding.
counties of Michigan as far north as
“Then farewell, great man, fare- Ottawa have been worked. Four
well. We turn our eyes eastward. Coym*cs, Ionia, Kent, Ottawa ani

-

tian principles. A man who ruled by
love and not by autocratic po',,*'r H

'
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»
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‘

Kulzenga spoke irnic-urtr.g words
our latp president, picturing him p
a m r of silent fcrce, as a man of
groat purpose, as a man with Chris-

Pie,

.
I

-

“

them his policiesand his methods cfC
Friday afternoon in commemoration coping with puzzling questions that
had to do with our country. *
of our beloved president, Warren O.- “"Mr. Harding was close to the peoHarding who was taken away so sud- ple. He was fortunately born the
denly and so unexpectedly.
oldest of a family of eight. He was
The large church edifice capable of not a pampered child but was soon
seating 1800 persons, on this occa- laugh the lessons of responsibility,
sion accommodated not less than two sympathy and loving unselfishness.
thousand, considering the fact that
"He was fortunately born a poor
many stood and even all available boy; not the poverty of squalor or
space in halls and anti rooms was destitution,but the poverty of a Webtaken up with citizens who wished to ster, a Clay, a Jackson, and a McKinpay their respects to the departed ey. These environments make the
chief executive. Even with prepar- greatest statesmen and the purest
ations made to secure tho largest aud- patriots. Born of a Scotch father anu
itorium In tho city even then not less a Dutch mother he hnd ihe inherent
than live hundred were turned away, strains of two strong and noble races.
being unable to gain admittanceto
He was fortunate too in his marthe church.
riage. He did not marry a butterfly;
Mnyol E. P. Stcphoi. who had or a social climber. He married a
chm-gr of thr mooting called u^np Di real helpmeet, and together .they
John E. Kulzenga to open the memor- struggled arm in arm in poverty,
s wm» nrnywr
in leverence, with bowed heads and
with tear-dimmed eyes this vast loyal
nt^na oft humnnlfy listened intently
and In hushed silence while Dr.

i

•

nue ChristianReformed church on American people and imparted to
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CHRISTIAN REFORMED CLASSIS
TO HOLD MEETING IN HOLLAND
Tho Classla of Holland will conthe 22nd of August, 1923, a:
vena on
o;
ine «itapel of Central avenue church,
Mattters for the classicalagendum
must be in the hands of the stated
clerk on or before August 8.
B. H. EININK, S. C.
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When you purchase a Menument or Marker,
you want dependable* work, so that you can rest
assured that it is going to stand the weather

—

for

all

time.

.

You also want the work that you order, de-

•

livered in a reasonable length of time — thuts ser-

Victor Records
by The

Pm

Drifting
Back to Dream-

Benson

vice.

/

^

Orchestra
of Chicago

When we sell you a Monument or Marker,
we guarantee you the best of material — the best
of tvorkmanahip and guarantee service. .
Now

is the time to place your order for Spring delivery.

Under the Direction
of

land-Waltz

Don Bestor

Just for To-Night

HOLLAND MONUMENT WORKS
18 West 7th Street

/

HOLLAND, MICH.

—Waltz
Victor Record No. 19101

Nobody Knows
But

—

Fox Trot
In a
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Pillow and

Me-^Fox Trot

'The Cat’s
Whiskers

My
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Never Miss the Sunchine— Fox Trot

ELECTRIC RAILROAD
.FREIGHT

Victor Record No. 19103

Fox Tret
Victor Record No. 19102

The Service

it

Superior and the Delivery Much

Quicker Via Electric

ALL CLASSES OF FREIGHT TO AND

—

JACKSON

FROM

CLEVELAND

ANN ARBOR LANSING
BATTLE CREEK OWOSSO
GRAND RAPIDS

DETROIT

TOLEDO
Meyers Music House
Holland, Michigan
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titockholders of the Cltlsens
Thu loUowing pastors wm conduct
Bell telephone companies have re- the services at Trinity churcn during
ccivuu word that the transfer of the th vacation of uev. C. **. Dame:
EMteted as second-clasa matter at tlie property of the former will be made August o, Rev. j. Van Reursem, of
PoatofBce at Holland, Michigan, und r August *1. Notice that a physical un- ^eeiaud; Aug. 12, Rev. sohn it. MuPthe Act of Congress, March, i »'.<
Mrs. Emily J. Cox entertained at
lucauun will be made with all speed a«,r, of Pella, la.; Aug. a 9, Rev. P.,isl.
nas also been made, so we hope that iLnaamp of Holland; Aug. Xtf, Rev. Wooden Shoe cottage at Maoat&wa,
Terms 91-50 per year with a discount this generation will not pass until a. Pieters of Holland,
Wednesday In honor of Mlsa Kathry-i
•f 50c to those paying In advance. tins is
Duron
became
Busiues losing a cur, Peter Damstra Vera
Kates of AdvertlBing made known
William W. Warner, 82, of Allegan aigo j0st several plans and specifica- a bride on August 15. Friday Miss
apon application.
an attorney, who has secured the Uom» and figures having to do with Marjcry Me Bride entertainedwith
granting of more claims for pensions some of the jobs he Is cither figuring. a tea at the Holland country club.
for veterans and widows than has any or working on. Up to this time no ! also given in honor of Miss Van Durother lawyer in Michigan is in a hosbeen found of the car that
Mlss Dora Shermer, Mlsa Helene
pual in & very serious condition.He waa stolen from near the Holland
Nykamp And Miss Bertha Rutgers left
was found in his apartment,where he £ity state Bank Saturday,
had fallen and Injured himself about cmtis Woolfolk, 19 year old Uni- Saturday morning for Mackinac Isveisity of Chicago golfer, Monday land and a few other points of InThe Normal class of the 6th Re- the
Henry Glupker, 142 W. 144h Bt., gained permanent possession of mo terest. They will he gone abeut a
formed church gathered at the home
open amateur golf week.
mt Mr. and Mrs. Westrate, 216 Colum- has successfullycompleted the sopho- spring
Mrs. W. Ver Meulen has returned
bia avenue, which turned out in the more year at the Cnicago College of trophy by defeatingHarry Allen of
form of a surprise to the pastor, Rev. Dental Surgery, ranking In first 15 Highlands,western Michigan cham» home after spending a month with
J.
Uruggers. The 25 present in his class of 150 and is promoted to pmn, lup on the eighteenth hole, Rev. and Mrs. H. C. Jacobs at Rochpleaded with the pastor to remain in the Junior year. Mr. Glupker is a This is Woolfolk'sthird victory In ester, N. Y.
The Misses Anna Scholten and Eva
definition
spendHolland, he having received a cud to graduate from the Holland high the six years of tournament play,
school and his standing at this college a cablegram was received auviaing Bloemendal of Orange City, la., are
Portage, Michigan.
White's meat niurke: has installed speaks very well for the training he of the death of Dr. A. D. Hall, 79, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Klein at
thrift
37 East Tenth street.
; oldest American missionary in Osaka.
a Weaterlin & Campbell refrigerating received
Jerry Van Ark of Chicago Is visitThe
Holland
Maid
Co.,
manufac.Japan.
‘Dr.
Hall
was
the
father
pf
system. This cooling system is run by
profusely
am electric motor keeping an even turers of Electric Wasnlug and Iron- Mrs. Willis G. Hoekje, wnose husband ing his mother, Mrs. H. Van Ark of
temperatureat all times in the large Ing appliances has Just opened a was a former Holland boy, a gradu- West Twelfth street and other relatives.
\
branch
selling
agency
in
Lima.
Ohio.
at«
of
Hope
college
and
a
missionary
cooler and the glass display cases are
Dr. and Mrs. M. J. Cook have reorimprovidently; a proall connected as well. They Invite the It will be In charge of Mr. L. D. jn Japan for 16 years. Mr. Hoekje »b
turned from their vacation and Dr.
public to look over this most modern Jennings of Dayton, Ohio, who is missionary pastor of Hope church of
Cook Is back In his office. Most of
thoroughly versed in the electrical this city.
equipment.
digal."
John H. Roberts, ol Joliet, Ill- their vacation was spent at MacaThe success which has attended supply business , Having been for
$aw&.
number
of
years
selling
electric
wh0
has
been
a
summer
resident
at
the recently formed Coopersville Cow
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sandy and two
Testing association hat given dairy- pumps and motors for the Valle- Douglas for the past 1.5 years, died
children Leon and Dorothy have left
: Saturday night while bathing in Lake
men in Grand Haven and Spring Lake Aimez
better
When the supervisors of Allegan Michigan. Death was due to heart for Wilkinsburg,Pa., to y^slt their
townshipsthe inventive for the forma
tiou of a cow testing association here county purchased 11 acres of land d;acaae.He Is survived by a dough- daughter,Mr. and Mrs Edward WolThe cost of such an association is on Lake Michigan and made It Into ter Mrs. George W. Young of Joliet. fert.
definition
Mrs. Guy Fleming has received a
comparativelyslight to each mem- the Allegan County Park, they die Roberts was a horseshoe manufacturtelegram announcing the sudden
the county a good turn. Residents er
ber.
Boone & Baker beach was the come to the park daily from all over 'Mlsa Ethel Dykstra,In charge of death of her father Sunday noon. Mr.
spends
scene of a merry group of picnickers the county, even out ot the county. the camp Fire Girls camps of Ot- and Mrs. Fleming left for Tmes, la.,
Friday evening when the members of During the past week there have tawa Macatawa and Waukazoo. made Tuesday. •
The Dendel family reunion was held
than his income "
the Daughters of the King class of been three family reumi/ns two Sun- a vj8'it Wuh fifteenmembers of these
the Ninth St. ChristianReformed day school picnics and a lodge gather- throe camps to Ke Wano Camp at at Jenlson Park last week Thursday.
church motored to that place. The Ing besides scores of individual vial- yf0 Helo, Montague, Monday nigh*. Fifty members of the family were
social committee had prepared a won- tors. A new bathhouse Is now being Thja jg a ’flne camp and it is reported present from Allegan and other
derful spread and the young ladies built and a board walk Is being built by th0Be who visited It that It well places.
the late President
started
Mr. and Mrs. Hyde W. Terce of Oak
whose appetites were sharpened by down the bank to the lake. Increased WOrth a trip up the Pike to see It.
Rev a. Maatman of New Era has Park. 111., and Mrs. Frances T. Slatpicnic sports felt of the refreshments facilities for accommodating
call to the Reformed ton and two children of Waahlngior,
his western trip, he left
for though^. in
with a seat that was hard to appease. crowds are under consideration. 1 accepted
D. C., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Oilmans
of
church
at
North
Holland.
A fine bunch of happy campers
have been In attendance at the coun- Holland are planning to return to j Rev Teunls W. Prlns who was grad- E. Telling at their country home
fact gave a
that will go
into his"Sunset Terrace". The guests are a
ty camp for boys this post week. The Japan next month. Mr. Oilmans Is uated from New Brunswick seminary
wn3 installed as pastor' brother and sister of Mrs. Telling.
camp Is located on tho Isaac Kouw one of the veteran missionaries In the i
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jordan,
land near Port Sheldon. Boys have Reformed denomination,having been 0f white House church in New Jertory as a ‘thrift sermon’.
been present this week from six com- connected with the Japanese mission Hey. Tuesday. Mr. Prlns spent his boy- Thursday, a 9-lb. daughter, Minnie
Leona.
| hood day8 jn Holland and was gradmunities of the county . Those from for 26
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Wilson on'Wesf
Rev. C. P. Dame, pastor of Trinity uated from Hope college in 1920.
Holland are Lloyd Patterson. George
M. Lage, Laverne Elhart, Wm. Smith, Reformed church, and family are! Austin Harrington has purchased 14th street held their annual family
reunion Thursday. A very enjoyabk
Shortly before his death
said:— “Learn to
• James Den Herder. Several othere spending their vacation In Chicago, the large scoop shovel used for some
are registered for the second week They will also attend. a Bible Con-! time in the Zeeland Brick Co. clay time was reported by those present.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. John A. Ver
which starts Monday. Others wish- ference at Winona Lake. Ind. Prof. , pit, and Is now using it to shovei
spend
less than your
all! the
Hage' of Zeeland — a son.
ing' to go should see Sec’y Smith Mon- John R. Mulder of Central College 8tone Some two years ago. Mr. KarDr. and Mrs. C. J. Abbott and fam
day morning at the County Y office. at Pella Iowa, will conduct the *er- ! rington purchased one large shovel
lly were In Charlotte Thursday to
On Wednesday there was a fam- vices next Sunday and Rev. Anthony and the Vencklaasen scoop adds to attend
rule
apply to cities, states
the Spicer family reunion.
ily gathering at the home of Herman- Luidens of New Brunswick. N. J.. th coal man’s facilities to do mor*There
were
relatives
ana
friends
presnes Beltman, one mile south and two will lead the weekly prayer meeting steam shoveling.These shovels could
and nations as well as to individuals”.
also be used on Holland's streets in ent from Michigan,Iowa and Ohio.
miles west of the villageof Bentheim. th's evening.
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Kley of
paving work should this be found neThe
onion
acreage
in
Allegan
counIt was the occasion of the old gentleZeeland
have
returned
from
a
trip
man's 90th birthday, and there were ty is entimated at 700 acres com- cessary.
Mr. and Mrs Ed Slooter are spend- through Indiana, * Illinois, Nebraska,
about 75 or 80 preeent all belong- pared with 600 acres In 1022. The
ing to his family. A splendid supper condition of the crop at this time is ing a week, the guests of friends in Sou'.n Dakota, Minnesota,Wisconsin
If you are a spendthrift,
the
and Upper Michigan.
was served out of doors under the much below that of one year ago Chicago.
‘M.\
and
Mrs.
Onsewardo
and
daughMuskegon has more than a million
trees which all enjoyed. Mr. Beltman when the condition was 100 per cent
has lived on his farm for about 50 of normal. The tops of the onions in dollars Invested In apparatus and ters of Zeeland left on an automobile
retain the thrift.
after years
will
years and is highly esteemed among a large number of fields have been equipmentwith which to supply water trip Monday, during which they expect to visit many parts in Northern
bis neighbors and In the church. He damaged by the hot weather during, to Its residents,according to a report
Michigan.
find that it is the luckiest operation
Is very well, both bodily and mentally June and thrlpa are doing Home dam- mod by Hoad & Decker, consulting
The Holland Cubs defeated' th**
considering his years.
ace. There has been a large crowth ' encincers who have b-'m making an
North
Enders
Monday
evening
to
The case of the people vs. John of weeds end reports indicate *hat ' appraisal for several months,
ever been subjected to.
F. Zalseman of Grand Haven on a approximately50 acres have wn 1 Charles Weny. successful bidder the tune of 13 to 9.
Mrs.
J. F. Dryden and daughter
ttfoor charge was dismissed In circuit lost on this account. The plantingsf0r Allegan'snew postoffice,began
Miss Julia are visiting friends and
hour! Thursday because of improp- are approximatelytwo weeks late.
excavatingfor the building Monday relativesIn Norfolk,
\ a They will
er evidence. Mr. Zalstnanwas for- G. It. Press.
The new postoffice will be located on be gone about two weeks.
merly a resident of Holland and was
a little less
Thursday vraff Boy Scout Field Chestnut-st..oppos^e the courthouse, • Wm. Bjork and Sam Llndberg purla the bicycle and repair business
Pamn Pat McCarthy at Port between Hubbard and Trowbridge- chased a Reo Speedwagonfrom the
here for some years.
Sheldon wfoero mo***
5 tart a savings account today
Klchard J. Van Kolken, postal desk Scouts are gathered. Major George * The dredge Saginaw and the tug Peoples Garage , last week. They Inhi the Holland postoffice, will attend L. Olsen Inspected the hnvs nn.l Gilmore, are In the harbor with * tend to use their Rco fur hauling fruit
the annual conventionof the Poet- speaks highly of the way the young crew of government men ready to to Chicago.
Miss Gladys Price of £hItuigo,, f
•flfce Clerks' association to be held in lads have been taken care of thus far make repairs to the piers. A carload
of Thomas Price of this city.
Washington, D. C. on Labor day. Van
Among those who attended the of concrete has also been received daughter
Kolken has attended the past throe "u Turner session at Kalamazoo Norms* and will be used foi* harbor work. No Is spending two weeks vacation In
eeenrqntionsin Cincinnali,Buffalo and this year are the Misses Gertrude doubt this is the forerunner of the Holland. She waa formerly bookCharleston,W. Va. He Is national Shoemaker, Katie Staal, Johanna repairs that are coming and which keeper ot the Harrington Coal Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Augm-tine De Wilt
chairman of the finance committee. Kossen. Henrietta Bulthuls. Kather- are much needed as waa pointed out
Work has begun on the addition to ine Huizenga, Johanna Shoemaker, by members of the chamber of com- and childrenhave returned from a
the Hotel Ottawa ballroom which is Marguerite Moes and Lillian Scher- merce some two months ago when th- week's automobile trip to 8t. Johns
and Ithaca where they visited relacapeoted to bo ready for use in about mer all of Zeeland, Mich.
government engineers were here.
throe weeks. The increasedspace
The Hartgersfamily reunion which
The Mens* Bible Class of Hope tives.
, Supt. and Mrs. C Mulder and
fee ms a dance floor measuring 116x88 was held Thursday at ihe home of church taught by G. J. Diekema
fleet. The addition will have a mez- Rev. and Mrs. H. Mollcma at Spring held its annual picnic this ^after- daughter Mildred Elizabeth left Tueszanine balcony. Cottage lots are soon Lake was attended by 38 members of noon and evening at Cardeau Beach. day morning for their home In Hoo. la be offered for sale along the newly their famllv who motored from HolSaturday at 3:16 Holland Is to pers. la., after spending six weeks
gaved pike leading to the hotel. Land- land. Grand Rapids. Fremont and cross bats with the Kelley Ice Creams with Mrs. Mulder’s parents, Mr. and
aoape gardeners are engaged In clean- other adjacent places. A bountiful of Grand Rapids. Holland will no Mrs. J. Vander West.
Arthur M. White, living on the
lag away the brush and opening a dinner and supper were aerved on doubt make the "Kelley’s slide.
bread view to Black lake
the lawn P"d during the afternoona
It was erroneouslystated a few North Side, has accepted a position
Otoria Swanson, motion picture ac- nro»Tam of games and contests was days ago that Henry Vanden Beldt with the city of South Haven, as as- Rev. and Mm. Henry A. Bilkert from HOLLAND WOMAN TO PRESIDE
trees. who la very popular In Holland, held.
had created a disturbance In Centen- sistant electrician,and will move his Arabia, and Rev. and Mrs. A. Van OVER MISSIONARY CONFERENCE
aaderwent an operation for intestinal
Holland ministers were very much nial Park and had been filled $40. The family there as soon as he Is able to BronKhomt from Japan
trouble at a private hospital last Mon- in Grand Rapids Sunday — Rev. Seth man In question was named Henry locate a house.
Miaalonariea who arc planning to
—
day. It became known today. It la Vandsr Werf preached In the 9th Re- Vanden Bosch.
Rev. W. P. Van Wyk and family ot return on furlough next year Insaid she would be able to leave the formed church; Rev. A. Oilmans ofMr Gerrit De.Tong,a graduate of Orange City. la., who have been vis- elude-— Rev. and Mrs. L. Hekhuia of 1 The Woman’s Missionary union,.
hospital In three weeks. The opera- ficiated at both services at Bethel Hope College and superintendentof iting relativesand friends In Holland, India and Rev. and Mrs. H. M. Veen- comprising tne classes of Grand Rlvtion It was stated, was made neces- Reformed; Rev. James Wayer con- schools at West Bend. la., motored to left Tuesday morning for home. Mr schoten from China.
er, Holland and Muskegon In the Resary, by a breakdown r^ulting from ducted services at Bethany Reformed Holland in his Paige last Friday, ac- J. Hcerlnga,father of Mrs. Van Wyk
formed denomination,will hold ita
•verwork.
companied
by
his
wifo
and
sister.
accompanied
them
os
for
as
Grundy
church where he was pastor before
25th Jubilee in Central Reformed
Richard Bredeweg, ten years old. he came to Holland;Rev. J. E. Kuiz- They left early Wednesday morning Center, Iowa.
ASK LOCAL PASTOR TO
churcn, Grand Rapids on Thursday,
.who died last week, was the adopted enga preached at Central Reformed for Chicago
Mrs. Florida fc. Stelrs returned
October- 11, according to an an*bi
•a of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wiggers. church: while Rev. Victor Blekkink Rev C. H. Spaan, pastor of Grace Tuesday morning to her
REMAIX IN HOLLAND nouncement made oy Mrs. E. J. BlekThe funeral was held at the home of of Canajoharle, N. Y.. served at Grace Reformed church and Rev. John Van Stuirt Fla.. after fpendlng two
kink. secretary of the union.
Zomeren of Trinity church of Grand montbs touring the North. For the
the foster parents on East Eighth church. Grand Rapids.
SpeaKers will be present to repreA meeting of the older members of sent foreign and domesticboards. A
Holland's growth Is best reflectedin Rapids, have left with their families past two weeks she waa the guest of
A severe electrical storm Sunday the postoffice receipts. When free de- for Central Park where they expect Mrs. A. Vander Hulle and Mr. and the Sixth Reformed church was held special femuro will ue a pageant, repIgtit In Allegan did considerable livery service waa Inaugurated 25 to spend their vacations together Mrs A. E.. Vander Hulle.
Monday evening at tho home of Mr. resentingmo m.ss.on
The
Mm. John W. Bryant, general sec- and Mrs. S. G. Ver Berg, 344 Lincoln n> W" ramp ft e. us announced at tho
4&mage. Fire was seen in all four years ago the gross receipts for one Mr.* Ppaan la the dean of the Reformftrectlons. anl five barns with all year approximately110.000. The In- ed church pastors In Grand Rapids, retary of the R. W. C. A. at Newton avenue. There were 65 present.
last conferenceIs $1 and the treasin point of service, while Mr. Van N J.. la the guest of Professorand
contents were burned.
The purpose of the meeting was to urer. Mrs. J. N. Trompen of Grand
crease by decades is shown from figZomeren
follows
a
close
second.
Mrs.
Francis
Vander
Veen
for
th>
ask Rev. J. H. Bruggers and family Hapius, will receive the fee beforeThe Grand Rapids Herald of Sun- ures tabulated by Postmaster W. O.
Bills are out about town gotten out month of August, as In also Mrs
lo remain with the Sixth Reformed ur un me aay ot tne conference. Mrs.
Aay contains a half column write-up Van Eyck. The total receipts In 1910
S. C. Nettlnga of Holland, will reonthr mnrrlaeo of Miss Kathryn Van had reached J30.927.8l.In 1920, the by "Abe, the Printer of Zeeland," an- Vander Veen’s niece, Mias Margaret church.
Rev. Bruggers is conhlderinc a call ceive contributions during the day of
Aar Veen to Mr. Theodore Yntema, total was $60,337.61 and for 1922 the nouncing horse races Pt the Holland Oordrn of Detroit.
Mr and
Thomas Ollneer o' from the Portage. Mich.. Reformed th« conferencefor the support of
both of Holland. A halftone photo figures were $77,883.01. The gross fair grounds on Saturday, August 18
Mrs. Yntema also appears in the receipts for 1923 will approximate There will, according to the handbill Holland and Miss M. L. C.rnw of church, and went there Wednesday u Tied In Bahrein hospital,Arabia,
be a free for nil pace, a 2:30 trot and OMm"o. who Is connected w'*h the to look over the
V. R. Gilmore of Holland
article.
$90,000, It Is estimated. The postofa green trot. The races will start at Golfers Macnzlne. motored to Detroit l A similar meeting waa held Friday haa betn President of the conferenceFVult thinning demonstrationshave flee force 25 years ago comprised 7 2 o'clock.
Cleveland, Buffalo and Niagara Falls evening by the younger people of the 8i,lC0 Us organization and will prebeen conducted in many orchards men; the present force numbers 34.
The East End Baseballteam was They hnv« Just retifoed nnA Mis* church, which gos to show thut oil. 8i<le over a11 lhe deliberations
oath of Holland. On the farm of
Mrs. Grace Dudley Fenton of
from the City league on Draw will leave for Chi<-ago Wednes- both young and old. arc very drain- us
Howard Phillips In Valley township Grand Rapids, member of the faculty eliminated
Tuesday night by the Montello Park day.
of having Rev. and Mrs. Bruggera re- 1
laiflfi apples were plckod from one- of Hope college school of music, has
outfit. The gcore was 14 to 8 and
main In Holland.
boUf of medium sized Baldwin trees, been engaged as director of the choir shows thdt the match was somewhat
surf heavily set. Only one small scab In Third Reformed church of Holland
a slugfest Montello garnered 13 BOARD OF MISSIONARIES
woo found on the tree.
and will begin her work next month. hits off two pitchers While the MonSENDS
MEN AN WOMMrs.
Fenton
succeeds
John
Vanderly put into the limelight throughout
Fennville has as one of Its citizens.
EN IN MISSION FIELD
tello pitchers caused 13 men to fan
sluls
who
recently
resigned
the
posithe state. This ruling takes effect oa
J. F. Norris, oldest living member of
the breeze.
Sept. 1st and thereafter if any gasothe Elks lodge. He was born Sept. 13, tion after directing the choir for 30
MAYOR
OP
GRAND
RAPTD8
Martin Wlebenga. of Muskegon waa
New missionaries to be sent out by
line filleris found to be delivering less1S4S, at Erie Pa., and has devoted years.
arraignedbefore Justice VanSchelven
AT HENRY ZWEMER’S BEACH than 6 gallons when it Is represented
bM life to the stage. Entering the
Last Saturday morning the Zeeland on the charge of having a gallon of the board of foreign missionaries in
As giving flvtf gallons, Its owner will
Fioo and Easy,” the old time bur- chief of police called the state po- "moon" In his possession.It is al- the Reformed denomination during
the next two months Include: Rev. A.
fteoque at the early age of 12, he lice to tell them that four drunken
The Grand Rapids Herald of Wed- .be Slven the admonishmentof thfr
leged that Wlebenga, who was driv- Westmaas of Muskegon and his fiance
ployed until 1865, then he faced the men in an auto were coming this ing a Ford Coupe while in Holland,
nesday morning contains a cut of two
the police.
Miss Ella Koppenaal of Holland;Miss
flootllghts almost nightly till the fall way. When they got into the villago
Hlthertofore, the filler could de’had this amount of liquor hidden Clara Cynthia Borgman of Sioux Grand Rapids city officials, who
•f 1918. Mr. Norris is one of the or- the police arrested them and found
away In his machine. Chief Van Ry Center, la. and Miss Alma L. Math- resorting at a local resort. Both men ,lv,elr fl*® cxxbio lnches less than flvw
iginal Jolly Corks of America, a two empty pint bottles In the car.
are pictured ip ;hathing suits on the «*“ons to even* “five ga lons” and
is holding two witnesses who wall apbranch organizationof the English The driver of the car was taken for pear against Wlebenga In circuit leson to China; Rev. and Mrs. C. R. shores of Lake Michigan. Under tho ?t,n b« u"der th?1,ft?r' T?1* meAnt *
Wierenga of Chicago,Rev. aad Mrs cut the following
gtage order bearing that name, and oprating without a driver's permit. A
\e™*y ot one cublc ‘ncM “> •v«nr ***T. F. Zwemer of Holland to India;
tbo parent order of the present Elk flne of |2K and costs of $8.75 or 30 court this month.
"Mayor Julius Tlch and City
v
A
romance
of
college
days
which
Rev.
C.
J.
Schroeder
of
Holland
and
lOflge. Mr. Norris whose stage hame days In Jail was given by Justico
ager Fred H. Locke. Grand Rapids' LP1*?
*7. J** ***
started
when
both
were
students
at
Miss
Florence
V.
Buss
to
Japan;
Dr
woo John Burton, has watched the Paul. The flne was paid.— prandvllle
highest officials,are much like other p0,,c*
V*?* °* th« clt7 to
Hope,
will
culminate
in
the
marriage
and Mrs. W. J. Moerdyke of Holland men folk, when things became too termlne Just what adjustmenta must
Aorelopment of the ordei from Its be- Star.
of Miss Helene Wilhelmlna Van to Arabia. G. T. Kotts of Clymer, N. warm under the city hall roof. Dlgnl- 56 recommendedbefore the full mfeaginnings in 1868, when he and
The
large
bank
barn
with
a
baseRaalte
of
this
city
to
John
R.
DalenY., who graduated from Hope In June ty becomes a bore, they feel, when aure rule takes effect,
ntbor signed the bylaws, to Its presoat strength of 1471 lodges. At the ment on the farm of Edward Shelb, berg of Chicago. The nuptials will will go <o China for a three-year ap- the mercury climbs to the broiling _ Abo1ut i^r®ek> a&° Officer Peter
a
mile
and
a
half
southeast
of
Alletake
place
on
August
'-9.
Mlsa
Van
pontment as teacher in Talmadgs col point, so these two hie to the city Bontekoe tested every pump in tho
PennsylvaniaState Elks convention
tm be held at Erie, August 29. one of gan, was struck by lightning Satur- Raalte Is a great-granddaughterof lege.
manager's cottage at Zwemer Beach.
Bnd
“ *** **
Missionaries who are planning to near Port Sheldon, cast aside dignity measure Is concerned Holland hra
fltt features of the program wW be day nlcht and burned to the ground. Dr. A. C. Van Raalte. founder of
the
Holland
colony
in
1847.
She
w«*
The barn contained40 tons of hay,
return to their respective fields in with their clothing and sport for
g speech by the "oldest Elk."
g^ded In that way and
member of Hope’s class of 1921 the orient include; Rev. and Mrs. H couple of hours In Lake Michigan'sthe proprietors of service stations
Ferrysburg men, William 300 bushels of oats and 100 bushels a
and Abraham Lyons, while of wheat, besides other feed and tools. Dnl-nberg graduated from Hope In P. Do Free of Holland and Dr. and cooling waters. Here they are on the ^netally speaking have been giving
Mrs. T. Bosch to China; Dr. and Mrs. way to their plunge Which do you
ring home from Saugatuck at Shelb succeseded in getting three 1919.
Motorists in other states are hailing
Miss Dorris Dorr of Elisabeth. A. Oilmans and daughter to Japan: think will get wet first?"
_Eht Saturday failed to see a horsoS out of a basement of the barn.
the- slate ruling wKh Joy In that they
barp curve at Virginia Park. With He got one horse out without mu> h i N. J ..and Mr. Albert Zuldema of Rev. gnd Mrs. H. J. Scudder and
will get five cubic Inches mpre of
brakes set tight they ran broadside difficulty, but the. other 2 want buck 1 Newer kr N. J„ v.-ho have been th< Mrs. John Scudder to India; Dr. and
Michigan’s amall fruits brought tho power every time they go and buy
Into the Virginia Park grocery store, tow'ird *he flames several times. Fin- 1 guests of Mr and Mrs. A. P. Zuldema, 'trs. E. E. Cnlverly and children and
tearing down a 20 foot sign and its ally ho placed sacks ovej their hends | Wes' J2*h sire.t, have returned Miss J. A Scardefieldto Arabia; Mrs. growers $2,284,60900 from canners, five gallons of ns. In, the dim past
3. M. Zwemer to Cairo, Egypt. Dr. accordingto figures compiled by the the gasolinefillers were matters of
Rgbts and pushing the side of the and succeeded In leading them out. • home.
Miss Martina De Jong of Chicago and Mrs. Paul W. -Harrlston are plan- state department of agriculture for | huge graft and many were the mlsoar through the store front Into a dis- Tho lors on barn and contents is
ing to return to Arabia about tho the reports of canning companlea . calculations found In the gas dlstribis visitingwith the Wabekc’s on Cenplay of canned goods. Druse suffered pined nt $4000 partly Insured.
throughout the
uting pumps. At present, however.
two broken ribs when the steering Mrs. Hazel McClellanand daughter tral avenue Misfl De Jonge Is a grad- first of the new year.
More than $1,000,000 of thla mon- most of th'-m are nearly perfect Its
Miasionaries at home on furlough
wheel crushed him. Lyons escaped have returned home after spending .1 uate of TTone and Is completing her
ey was paid to cherry growers alone, their speedy- delhrery of the liquid
With severe bruises. The car was week with Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bowen third vr; rot tv '"’htengo C/i.J rvn- Include— Rev. and Mrs. H. P. Boot the department pointa
power.
and Herman Renskers, from China;
at Spring
! tory of Music.
ted.
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PRICE OF “GAB,;
TWO LOCAL BO\S
ALLEGED KIDNAPHOLLAND OUA&Dtt
BIRD CULLING
TAKES TUMBLE X
mark fiNS tttiOOBD
PENS OF O&GANIZSBB
START ON FOOT FOR
CAMPAIGN IB NOW
ARE ARRESTED
AX GUAKUNQ
NIAGARA FALLS
UNDERWAY
IN HOLLAND
1

Clyde Oeerlings and Adrian KlaaaOfficer*of oome labor organisation' A welcome echo of the gasoline
(By EDWARD E. COTE)
to Holland a lew day* a»,'0, und Prlcb war aiarted by Uie governor ox en, two local ooys, are making a
Placed
in a setting that would the l&sy birds. Formerly these cam
Signed complaintagainst hurry bnue- oouth Dakota was heard in Holland gypay trip' to lugara Falls. The
proved to be a heart breaker.
i**., V:rgu Alu.cr, ruchard P ppe- Tuesday wnen tne reuui price of gae boye started out Monday morning for muve a cioa to poetry, in me miusi ox puitfiw Were novelties,now tney are
The game was won In the beginning
surrounuiug
lulls
wuuee
viorant
considered
an
absolute
necessity,
In
ma «nd Josstfh Khnrv \*ho w -re took a tumble of six aim six-temns me runs, planning to make me trip
lost in the middle, and won in the
greens
seemed
to
nave
men
one
of
me
most
important
conarrested on the charge of abducting cents in tms city. H. Dykema, agent on toot and by means ox such autoend.
Charms Daxo, Jr.„ said to be a labor ox tne Standard Oil Co., in Holland, mobile rides us tney may be able to irom -me nunzou u blue and purple giderutlonsin the poultry business
Holland had the game practically.
organizer, taking the ina.i a^iinat ids made tne^ announcementtnat this get along tne way. Tnat there was omy to run genu/ down to the cool when it comes to egg production,
will u.to u uu* und setting him down drop in price was effective in tms no luck of the latter was shown by clear waters of Portage Latte, Co. u,
ox the xZbch xuxuniry >* bringing tne set for the “Poultry Culling Cam
In tilt- country.
city Tuesuay, and Vandenbtrg Bros., the fact that Monuay mgni at d:<u
Tne ohense is a circuit court mat- at about the same time made similar the buys hud already reacned Detroit, knowledge to inouaunus upon tnoueA combinationof errors in the •*ter jnd tne lieu* liav-j demanded an announcement.The new price was us was shown by a card sent to their alius ox Nationaluuarasmen
state
mat
at
the
ciose
of
me
encamp
different
point.
In
th.
county
4-rot.
exammauou and wore placed ututr made effectiveimmediatelyafter the families in Holland.
bond* for their npyturuinf ut me announcementwas made
They expected to spend Tuesday in ment a iGrayung me Hulianu men
Pot. Food boy. .dded »n.
otty ahU Dtforo Justice Van Schelv
Tms means tnat tne retail pries Detroit, tnen take the ooai on Tues- will not accept second position to any Co‘l'ler
in me regiment.
taw. County Farm" /gent "oonduaed
took tb. .tb IntUn.
day right for Buffalo. After that they company
'xiiey were cominenutd by tholr
the meeting, and w... conduct
ru,nnd*P*“,‘'nU
will sp<!nd a day or two at the Falls
regimental commander, General Wil3
and come back the way they went. son, one ot me finest ot tnat nne type, others which are to bo held this
Exceptional plays were mads by
week.
te have had in attemptingto union- The territory affected in the price They expect to be home Saturday
me onicer und tne gentleman,"xor Prof. Hannah
well
°” “i* "?« h'
»
ize the Holland s tmnuce co moiders. reduction Includes Illinois, Iowa; In- night.
uaving
executed
perfectly
a
very
difpouitry expert and Mr. Milham is ex wild throw on a pickup that was
It seems that the men objected to diana
*7? ____
practically
Impossible,
but
putting
*
acuit formation, and it created no ceptionally proficientin poultry cullthe Constant pestering and it is
’
urprlse to see their snappy and ot- ,.)g Thw laat demonstrationsaro runner out on first. A sensational on*
tnat It brougnt trouble between the Kansas, Missouri, and part of Oklahand stop by Ashley on third. Dicky
ucient work at tne machine guns on 8|uttd for August 18th.
men and the organisers.
' homa.
IN A
did his usual atlckwork and Garry
me ritle
fclvery township will have at least
Just what connectionthe arrested The nrloa
k.
Tneir
woia
at
the
pistol targets onu ...jning demonstration conducted Batema was also Instrumental in savmen have with the alleged abuduction Goverr.Sr
McMastJr of ^oumi
Frank Soper, barber of Macatawa witn the heavy automaticbrought out on a farm ,iuring me campaign.On ing the game with good hitting. Daswill no doubt come out in the trial.
McMaster of South
in the Holland hospital und ac- scores that showed this port ot their MondftVl Henry Lubben at Coopers- Walts was not far behind and PitchThe new prices were characterized cording to Dr. A. Leennouts,will m- uaining had been undertaken wKh vlilei -fhomaa Spencer at Polkton, er Anderson ot ths Holland 4sami
by the Standard Oil Company of In^ doubt lose one eye.
mu proper seriousnessthat belles Thoma8 Turner in Crockery, Charles surely did not have any complaint
dlana as "far below the cost of proAlvin Smith, the plumber,got into me term "ooys’’ wnen speaking ot Gerlh ln spring Luke and Roland W. when it comes to support
Schauffie, the slab artist for tha.duction and distribution.” The Stan- an altercationover som*; private mat- enlisted
ITS
Moll’s In Grand Haven were visUed
Kelloggs was rather wind, and sent
| dard Oil company said, in Us staAe- ters and Smith forced himseif, It is
ihey are doing men’s work with a and demonstrationstook place,
many Holland players walking leiaIt Is lone since Holland has had a ' ment’ t,httt ll did not Wlsh t0 ,nJuro alleged into the tfarue.-shop, large .borough realizationot what their et- A good attendanceoi nearby poul
ive of any kind, however when : competitors, but was Inspired in mak- windows were broken, and me stone forts jnean to a nation situated as myrnen
present at each demon- urely to first. Wright was later suhr
drive
e
when Ing lhe reductjont0 meet the com.
stltuted.
that was cast through ihe window ours, baaing its defensive policy on a Blrauon.
drives were the order of the day and
petluon started by Gov. W. H. Me
The box score
the cause was meritorious, Holland Master of South Dakota and now ex- struck Soper In the eye with the re- meagre standing army and a patriotic Tuesday Roy LaHuls at Blendon* KELLOGGS
Ab. R H. PO. A. ET.
sult iiiui ne may loose sight in that National
I W. Comstock at Georgetown,Clyde
ever failed to go over.
tending to other state executives.
Their hours of recreation have been Ho11.h at Jamestown, Gtorge De Hoop Mitchell, cf. ... ...... 5 4 8 8 - 0 O’
member.
During the past three weeks, HolWashington. Aug. 14— The departSmith
arrested
the Just as fruitful ot success, and as ^ Zoe|and and B. c. Hurleea ai McMenaln, 2b... ......B 1 3 1 1 0
land has had a small drive, although
ment of Justice is investigating the charge of assault u».a battery and they have defeated at Indoor baseball Bpring Lake, were visited. Wednea Dunne, rf ........ ...... B 0 0 2 0 <
a very Important one notwithstand- gasoline prices in various central and
was arraigned before Justice Van every company team tney have thus day at len o'clock Fred Graham at Brooks, If .............5 2 2 1 0 »
ing.
0 2 11 2 O’
western states where
"price Schelvenwho set the case for August far played, there is little doubt but |lobinaon conducted a demonstration Menne, lb •••••••
Michigan through the American war" has developed.
0 1 0 4 1
.......6
that company D ot the 126th ot Hoi- at hia poullry farm and at one o’clock Julian, ss .....
25 at the city hall.
Legion is establishing home* on the
The deportment’sInquiry was beIt is said that Macatawa Midway land will furnish the team to repre Jacob Brandsen’sfarm in Olive was Honock, lb ..............8 0 2 ‘ 4- 0 1
beautiful Otter Like for the children
gun after 25 oil refineriesin the mid- near the dock was considerably stir ae.il the regiment in the final game visitedand at 3 o’clock the hennery Yi eekii, c ................4 1 2 8 1 9
of disabled soldiers of the late war,
against the 125th.
continentfield were alleged to have
of John. Y Hulzenga,east of Holland Shauffle. p ..............8 0 0 2 8 9
and everywhere in the Wolverine shut down for the month of August. red up when the scrap was on and
Capt. Geerds and Lieuts. Bremer
0
0
0
0 <
Wright, p ......
state volunteer - subscriptionshave The government,officials said, was flying missiles and broken glass filled and Johnson are filled with praise came In for a demonstrationwhllt at
the air for a short time.
6 o'clock the farm of Bert Van Lente
been coming in.
l». t IBM# 14 l
seeking to determine whether there
Smith’s contentionIs that he ami pride for the willing and capable of Park township was visited. The
Holland’s quota for this cause was
•2 out when winning runs score*had been a conspiracy In restraint of knocked the man down several times manner that has characterized the same evening the demonstratorswent
$650, and we are glad to say that the
Ab. R. H. PO. A. K.
but that the glass wan broken when actions of every member of the com- to the farm of Pere Mauman at
money was soon forthcomingafter
Shaw, 2b ................ 2 1
I 0»
he oacked into the window. He claims pany, and Ahe care ami exactness In Port Sheldon.
a pita was made by George P^’grlm
OF
detail
on
the
part
of
the
sergeants
0
0*
that he never threw a stone nor used
The program for Thursday Is as fob Japinga, rf.
who was delegated by tne Willard G.
has
been
a
topic
of
conversation
and
t
t
lows1 10 a. m., John Schalfer,Cheater, A. Batema, If. ...—.I
anything else but his fists and fur
IN
Lcenhouts Post uf Holland to assume
I* V.
ther that the ocaalon warranted the discussion among the members of ad- 1 p. m.. Chas. Clayton. Wright. I p V. Hoover, cs.
this part of the work.
joining companies.
t
Ashley
..a ^•••4
m. Ralph Brokema. Tallmadge.
whipping.
Mr. Pelgrlm’apersonal fippeal to
Even Father Dunigan, the regi- p. m., Elmer Smead, Allendale.This Spriggs, o ........
I
Anyway the truth of the whole
Announcement
was
made
Tuesday
the citizens of Holland left no room
11 0 9
mattei will no doubt come out In the mental chaplain, known and beloved ended the program of demonstra Walt*. 1st. ...^>....^4
in
Holland
that
Worshipful
Grand
lor doubt that this cause was really
oy the surviving members of nearly tlona. After attending the demon- B. Batema, ss ......... 4
s
Master Durand of the Masonic Lodge trial.
a deserving one.
all the allied armies, as well as by strations,every poultryman is urged Anderson, p. ••.••,,,,.••4
0
4
____
_______________
Money_ and
checks came ...
in by _____
mail in Michigan will be in Holland on
those of his own present regiment, to cull his flocks In order to obtain
rapidly, spontaneouslyand voluntar- 1 ^ura^ay' August 23rd, In connection
paid the company the signal honor of the greatest efficiency.
14 2 10 27 IB t
ily until more than * the quota had
th® dedication of the Masonic
taking breakfast with them and their
Following the culling demonstra
Summary.— -Home run, Brooks. I*
Tepiple- Mr. Durand is of Flint, and
IN
guest*, on the morning of departure.
been received.
tlons chicks will be shipped In car base hl^ Japplnga. 2-base hits, B.
Gould Holland but see her sons as loads lots for the first lime In Otta- Batema, Anderson, Bhaw Hoover, O,
Many wrote and thanked Mr. Pel- he is the head of the Masons in Mich
igan.
He
could
not
have
been
presothers
see
them:
could
every
father
grim tor callingtheir attention to this
wa county history. This Is made pos
ent had the dedication been held os
Rev. T. W. Mullenburg of South and mother feel the touch of pride slble by cooperative marketing on the Batema, Mitchell Menne, Walt*. Dougrbat need.
ble plays— Batema, Walts, Andersdn,
originally
intended
on
August
4th
Holland.
111.,
has
been
named
chair
that
fills
the
hearts
of
their
comThis amount supports two chilpart
poultrymen in Holland Batema. Waltsa, Julian, Me Menain,
but
he
will
be
able
to
be
here
on
the
man
of
the
synodical
conference
manding
officers;
could
every
citizen
dren at Otter lake for one year, and
Jamestown, and Cooperavllle.
Menne. Struck out— Anderson It
while the quota has been over-sub- later date. Mr. Durand will be given the particular synod of Chicago of our city but realize the steady great deal of Interest is being shown Schauffie 2. Bqss on B»lls— Anderand faithful progress they are mak- in the outcome of the cooperative
scribed this does not hold that added a warm reception by the local Mason* which meets here on Oct. 2 and
son 8, Shauffle 4. Stolen bass—
subscriptions will not be willinglyre- and by the hundreds ot visitors from Rev. W. J. Van Kersen of this city ing in this stern and grim training marketing scheme.
Weeks. Time. 2 hours. Bacrlflc*—
al1 over the state, and he will deliver has been named alternate As chair- for war, the homecomingof Co. D of OTTAWA BEACH TO STAGE
Spriggs Umplrs— WenierThe committee consisting of George I an uddress in connection with the man of committeeswere elected — FI the 126th would be marked by an
TRAFFIC CLUB MEET
onance, registration,Rev. G. Hene awakened interestin their affairs ana
Pelgrlm, Marvin Llndemann and Ear- dedication exercises,
The terrlffic hitting an* gilf'edtfs••
nest Brooks are still ready to receiveI All the other numbers on the pro- veld, Muskegon; publicity,advertis- a kindly assistancein the consumatlon
The annual outing of the Grand
of future plans
subscriptions from tl\08e who haven’t eram will be the same as announced ing. Rev C. Muller. Grand Rapids; en
Rapids Traffic Club wilt be held Aug pitching of Hoover won for Holland i
yet contributed, and possibly an ad- • more than once for the dedication tertainment place of meeting, Rev. S
23 at Ottawa tieach, member* and Thursday afternoon . at Hastings to that was to have been held on August Vanderwerf,Holland; Information,
the tune of 11 to 1.
ded child can be taken care of.
their families making the trip on
Hick Hoover who Just occasionally
Nothing is too good for our soldiers 4th. All those scheduledto take part music, session,supervisor, Prof. T. E
special Holland Interurbancar leav
and especially the disabled ones who have announced that they will be Welmers. Hope College, printing of
Ing at 8:30 a. m. The tennis court. takes up the pitching burden was i» •
golf course and baseball diamond rare form letting the Haattngs erswr
became maimed and placed their fam here and It is expected that there will program and badges. Rov. J. H Drugv
gers. Holland press clerk. Rev.
been placed at the disposal of the down with three meaalsy singles
Hies in destitute circumstancesthat be no hitch in the proceedings.
Because of the fact that the exer- Maasen: resolutions. Rev. W. Vat.
club by the Ottawa Beach hotel these came after the ae%'enth Inning.
the country might live. Surely the
Al Brown, the Hastings pitching ace
best is none too good for them and cises were postponed, the new. temple VI let. Kalamazoo iprogram. Rev. F
Holland as well as Michigan is management Athletic events include
will be In better shape than It would Vandenherg and F. Zandstrn., Chi- pleased because of the btg and un- a baseballgame and a tug-of-war received a murderous aaaauU at th*their dear ones. j
Therefore do not think that the have been at the earlier date. Clean- cago. The conference.-epreamts IS" precedented tumble in the price of between the Industrial *nd railroad hands of the Wooden Shoes. HU 4sllvery was touched up for 18 solid
subscriptionbook Is closed because ing up work both inside the temple churches and it 's < xpeettd that gasoline at all service stations. The branches of tho club.
many of them «ira bass hit*.
the quota
been filled. and on the grounds has been in pro- about 300 delegates will be pres -in’ price with one big cut came down Railroad representatives from Chi- blows
Jappinga’shitting^ featured leadinr "
cago, Detroit and Buffalo will attend
six
and
six-tenths
cents
per
gallon
check
any '
of gress and by the time the date of
I
and gasoline at all service station* to the outing. The general committee the team with thres trlpnles, a horns
these men will find the proper spot dedication arrives It is expected that
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everything
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be
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shape
to
Is composed of V. Van Brocklin, ss run and a
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that
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mittee.
AS
A considerable number of visiting
will remain around this mark for lardlard Ralph Gay and Ira Kinney. with tt Uvii*. . mm
Michigan is not only the first state
Masons
from
other
parts
of
MichlScore by Innln?*—
some time to come. It is
well
to maintain a tuberculoslr hospital for
MRS.
Hollo nd ..7 ...... 8 0 0 2
known fact that gasoline has been
our soldier boys at Camp Custer where
c^nge^rpla^w^mlde^o sud
Hastings ..... 1....0 0 0 0 0 0 u . altogether too high In the past and
The body washed ashore near Lak“ that this condition was even occupyBatteries— Holland. Hoover ,* and
Forest, 111., and found t»y an unknown ing the attention of the U. S. governSpriggs; Hastings. Brown and Rosier.
woman who was walking along the ment and several states as well.
0and
so some of those who wished to beach there, has been identified at last
The Holland cubs pUyed the LimIn an Interview William C. Van
cent conflict.
as
that
of
Mrs.
Peter
Karmgaard
of
‘‘Isn’t It about time for Holland to bert team of the city league a eoun*
Michigan has also given its so'-' be present had come to be on the Grand Haven, who has been missing fienberg of the VandenhergOil Co..
drubbing when they won over then*
dlers a bonus, and In this way too ground, only to learn that they since the night of July 22 when she gives some Interestingfacts relat- think of a tourist camp?" was the
were a week or two ahead of th-?
ing to the present gasoline situation proposal made Wednesday by an by a 16 to 7 score Inst night before •
showed Its appreciation.
left Chicargo for Grand Haven on the
and he seems to have the idea that auto tourist who has had much ex- crowd of crowd cf abo-.t $00.
The citizens of this state are not game. Most of them however will Goodrich steamer "Indiana.
The Cubs are showing the other
present prices will not remain for
with tourists’ camps In other
unmindful of the fact that it was be- come again when the dedication does
The body' was found on Thursday, long. This is what the Holland oil perience
places and who has had the benefit teams in tho City League that alth*
cause of the soldiers that continued finally occur.
they are the youngest team In th*
The souvenir badges that were August 9 and word was Immediately man has to say:
of them in many states.
prosperity and peace reign not alone
printed for the earlierdedication will sent to Sheriff Fortney who in turn
"No one can blame the motoring "People here do not seem to real- city being made up of players: moetljr
in Michigan but over the entire nahe used, altho the date on them Is notifiedMr. Karmgaard who left last public in many parts of the country ize," he continued,"that to thous- under 17 years of age, that they can*
•.
Friday afternoon for Lake Forest, for being Jubiliantbecause of the big ands of people passing through the set a pace which hard for th# old4. and these badges may now
Those who contributed to the August
he
obtained in various stores in Hol- where he found his two sons. William and sudden drop In the price of gas- city each summer the lack of a tour- er* players to follow.
American Legion Childrens’ Billet
and Arthur All IdenUfied the body oline. Although gas and oil are prob- ist camp gives the town a black
Van Lente struck out 18 Limbert
land.
voluntarily follow below;
as that of Mrs Karmgaard.
ably the smallest items of cost in the eye. It is very true that to the large men. while Eastman lor the Llnr^
A. Hasten, John H. Raven, J_
Mrs Karmgaard was burled on operationof a motor vehicle, most and
Increasing army of auto camp- bel ts struck out five.
Johnson, Earnest Brooks, Wm. Olive.
Saturday at Mount 0"ve, cemetery auerKlon
.........
attention 1B
is paiu
paid vu
to them because
of ers the towns along an automobile
-OJac. De Free, Mrs. Hummer, F. T.
Chicago. A simple service was
frequency0f contact In keeping trail are known by the kind of campThe following are the batting aver*
Miles, Mrs. Cornelia Osscwaarde,T. E.
at the grave. AIr8' Karni^.ardKarm* the tank full and the oil guage at the they keep, not by tholr location or ages of the Holland Independent**
Welmers, E. J. Blekklnk, Charlotte
During the first week of the Ot- vivej by her husband, Peter Karin ______
their manufacturing Institutionso; not Including Saturday’s game:
proper ,„„„i
level.
A. Hutt, G. A. JLacey, C H. McBride, tawa County
of the Young caard of Grand Haven who is em"What is the price war all about and their natural advantagesor their
.nr
45
116
Henry Kraker, John Brieve, French Men’s ChristianAssociationpitched ployed with the Grand Rapids, Grand how long is it apt to zontlnue Is th^ public buildings. What are all these O Batema
Mi'
4?
Itl
Cloak Co. Venhuizen Auto Co., Geo. near Port Sheldon, 25 boys from dif Haven and Muskegon Interurban line, substance of questions being asked things to the auto camper if the towi Woldring
26r
86
102
Mooi, Thos. Ollnger, G. J. Geerds, ferent parts of the co-’nty have en •wo sons. William and Arthur and i gasolinedealers and station attend- has no campsite? The town with- Japinga
.846'
84
98
Holland Ladder Co., J. H. Geerds, M. rolled and this number is expected to Mister. Mrs. Frances Gorglum of Chi- ants. and the newspapers everywhere out a campsite is glve.i as wlue .. V. Hoover
.840*
15
44
J. Cook, Martin Dykema, Robbert swell to at least 1.0 more before camp •ago. H^r two sons are nlno In Chi- are discussing the question pro and berth as possible, and ut night li B. Batema
.827*
2677
M. Hoover
cago. William Karmgiiaid is 21 and
Bros., B J. DeVries, A. H. Landwehr, is broken up.
camp in some other city the camper! Shaw
con.
•817'
30
89
Edgar Landwehr, J. E. Telling, Mrs.
Arthur
Is
twenty.
Tin* camp is in charge oi Cmni'y
In my opinion, the situationcan be discuss the towns along the way
.3388
14
Dnhbtrom
L. Mulder. John B. Mulder, Henry A. \V»Tk Secretary. H. W. i-min win
These that have goo 1 campsites anti
.28830
*
Waltz
Geerds, John Arendshorst, Martha G. usriMed at odd times by men from
&ood accommodations are given ap.2881
30
104
Spriggs
before
as
having
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Sherwood, Ruble S. Gar rod, J, J. Rle- HolliT.d, Zeeland and Grand llav-n
ther and road conditions in the proval while those thu* are lacking
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.25B*
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Ashley
M.
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on
it
and
the
key
to
the
Indimersma, Alex Van Zanten, Albert
Following the hard ex< ruon of the
months of April and May; flush pro- receive very frank criticism.
.06 >
2
22
ana stateroom which was for th" duction In California.Texas and the
Hoeksema. Henry J. De Jongh, Ed day calculated to pul ihr boys in
"It seems to be assumed by some Anderson
Stephan, Mrs H. C DeBruyn, Lena M.ln,(utjj^r deep sleep, in; camp I’le same room which Mrs Karmgaard mid-continentfield; ‘distress’ gasol- people here that the auto comper.*
Manager La Shagway of the t&Mt
De Pree,\G. J. Dlekema, Thos. N. I „
and gior.es. stunts and s.-ngs had taken.
ine forced on the market; limited are negligible,a sort of company of
storage capacity; unethical compo- super-gypsies.They ate nothing of Montello Park baseballaggregation
Robinson, G. Cook Co., Isaac Kouw, I are jn order followed by a bit of serJ. L. De Glopper,Dick Bote.r. E. B. ,OU8 thinking led by men who underthe kind. Anyone who has done any naH booked some hard games for hl»,
Unless costa entering Into tne autocamping knows that there are .earn thlH week. Saturday afternoon
Rich, D. J. Du Saar, Aug. Heuer. De Btand boys and their problems thru FIRST
finding, producing,refining or mar- among the cajnpors many high grad? will cap the climax when Fred
Free Hdw. Co., Jas. A. Brouwer, Wm. having a good memory of their own
IN
keting can be reduced, It does not men and women — college professor-* Wentzel and the speedy Hamilton
Brouwer, Fred Beeuwkes, Jac. Her- boyhood couple^ with intimate ussoseem possible that the present price and business men. doctors and law- rrew comes here to cross bats with
rlnga, John.Bosman, Ed Moore, Mrs. | cjatlon with boy life.
of gasolinecan long prevail. The yers, ministers and all kinds of pro- Montello*. This game is expectedt»
Oscar Nystr^m, Mrs. J. P. Kolia, Mrs.
gasoline-consuming
public is the chief fessional men from all parts of the be a nip and tuck affair. Judging from
M. Kolyn, Louis Van Rarteaveldt, Dr.
When Holland carriers asked for a
The first offenders to fall in Sheriff beneficiary of the present situation country. It is worth while to get the the last game .betweenthe two teams.
R. H Nichols, H. P. Zwemer & Son, half holiday some time ago in whici.
C. M. Me Lean, C. Vander Meulen. It practicallyreceived the unanimous Fortney'swar against gambling de- and it seems that they are losing no good opinion of these people even if Manager Shagway would like to book’
.....
in taking advantage 0! It by they did not spend any money here. some other outside teams as all ther
Cor. Klaasen, Wm. Lawrence, Eleanor support of all patrons they did not vices were taken in a raid Saturday time
"An autocamp can be kept at n dates nro not filled.
Jones, B. R. Keefer, A. L. Combe, R. know how far reachingIt would be- in the peaceful village of Conklin. I rj'djng while riding is cheap.’
Officer Rosema, acting under the di- 1 *
very small expense. There should
M. Bosworth, Nell Tieaenga, Marshall come.
rectlort of the sheriff, conducted the
be a caretakerof course but he car.
Irving,
H -rry De Vegt. a member of the
-• J. A. Vanderveen,„Arthur
T « i Now everywhere similar votes are
usually be had for nothing if giver De Tree Co. baseball team, fractured
Myer, Henry Eblink, B. E. Fell, J. c- being taken, and the matter is even raid which netted three Conklin j
the
refreshment
stand
concesrion
business men.
his right leg in two places Monday
Hoek, Dr. Wm. Westrate,Dr. Abra,nJ0
attentlon of the nationThere should be a few outdoor cook- night In the game between the De
Dr. R. O. Allen, druggist; Mike
GIVE
Leenhouta. George E. Clemente. Oscar
vocation.
ing outfits,toilet facilities, water, Preen and the Eagles. Young DeVegt
Fits^erald, pool room keeper and
Peterson, George A. Pelgrlm,
patrons of Grand Rapids, Muskeand so on But the ‘otal exp.r.s was sliding to second base when he
mend Vlascher, Jay Den Herder. J°« g0n voted for a half holiday and Robert Jlplpnshl, another store keepwould be small. 1 hope when 1 mar
Barney, Clarence Lokker, D. B.
.
,n neariy every state in the er were taken by the officer and
twisted his leg seriously fracturing:
t- Holland again next vru the*, ilr r"
charged with operating the Illegal deA
great
musical
treat Is offered in will be a "amp-siteher-*. I pmniiw the thigh in two places.
vices. Allen appeared before Justice
Medical aid was ImmediatelysumM
reached DickinsonSaturday and was fined $5 the beautiful Castle Park Greek the- • *• t-i.iy ;i while if there ‘s Hu? in v
Cecil Huntley. Model Drug Store. A.
California ss la evident from
atre on Saturday night, August 18, ax '. v* to oiry on--therc'» ta 1 i<- K* •> moned and DeVegt was taken to hi*
and
costs,
but
the
others
have
noi
Van Lente C. Van Lente, Dr. Boot. I tt leUw.
sec’y George
8:30 o’clock, (daylight saving time). fine camp at Manistee and I’m headed home, corner First street and River
Avenue. He had a good night, but
Shady Lawn Florists, Henry Geer- wut of the Holland brinch fro't-. appeared.
Grace Hoiverscheid, soprano. Helen for that town.’.’
The
arrests Indicate plainly that
the fracture is a serious one. Tb**
lings. Mrs. L. E. Van Drefer, George Rw.retary r, LeClerc of the San Jos.
Wing
accompanist and planologulst.
the sheriffmeans business in his de"'dent happened in the seventh InVan I^andegend, John Du Mes, Henry j California, carriers’ association, In termination to root punch boards Ruth BreytspraakHeymar. violinist. h»ve ail established themselves DR. A. T. GODFREY SUBMITS
Pelgrlm. Mrs. D. B. Yntema, Rev. P. Whlch It was asserted that the vote
ning.
wheels of chance, paddle arrange with Holland music lovers and need
TO SERIOUS OPERATION
P. Cheff. Vaudie Vandenherg. Dr. A. of th# people faVoring a half-ho!ldn>
ments and slot machines as well as al no further Introduction.Besides these
C.. Gilmore, John VandenBroek. fl WM 10,241 to 64. Results of the bnlDr.
A.
T.
Godfrey was operatedup VERY LITTLE CONTAGIOUS
gambling devices out of th* artist*, the program Is to Include suqh
D Kepnel. Rue Burch, J. A. Kelley, ,ot have been forwarded to Washing- other
DISEASE HERE
county. Hercules Goselle at Jenisor talent as Elsie Heilman, dramatic on for appendicitis at the Holland
Wm. Vandenherg, Wm. Eby.
P. I ton with the postmaster’s recommenPark has obtained an injunction re reader, and Annie Trumble Short, hospital Tuesday afternoon. It was
Stephan. Holland City News. Holland ,iation that the holiday be granted
a
rush
operation
and
for
a
time
the
straining the sheriff from Invadinr
Health statistics as reported bf
Dally Sentinel.
The teat will be made In many Pa- his premises to Interferewith his mn planlste. A special feature of tho patient was In a criticalcondition
Health Officer B. B. Godfrey show
cific Coast postolfices, according to th* chines but in a recent interview the evening will he the Russian dancer peritonitishaving set In and the ap
from the Paveiy-OukrainakyRussian pendix having broken before the op that the number of contagious diseassheriff stated that as soon as the in
By losing Monday’s game to the letter.f
eration could be performed. He pass es have been reduced to a minimum’
lunctlon
set aside charge- Ballet.
Eagles hy a score of 17 to 12 the De
This varied program of well known ed a fairly good night however and The cases listed Include three scarlet
Ottawa county circuit court open- would be preferred If It is found tha* artists promises one of the finest
Free nine was ths first team to be
his condition Wednesday was cor fever, three, small pox and two dipheliminated from the city league. Ow- ed Monday with a liquor law viola- Gosseile had been operating such de
evenings of the season to those who sidcred favorable. Dr. Godfrey’sill theria patients. Some of these will
ing to the lateness of the season and tion in the afternoon. John Kam vices Illegally.
appreciate the best In muplc and srt. ness came on very suddenly and
be released-from quarantine within «
Conklin business men had evident
the large number of teams entered minskl of Robinson was the defend
The addition of a beautifulfountain first it was looked upon as merely
few days.
the rule was adopted to-tUmlnateev» ^nt. Several cases of Interest in- y not heard of the Injunction metho- at the back of the stage has enhanced passing complaint.
„
......
.....
J
ludlr.g
the
hearing
on
the
InJunc
;f
self
protection,
hence
they
werery team losing two games. . The De
the lovjlnesa of the Greek theater
Free team however will contest their I tloriNrestnUrtlnff
Sheriff Fortny from -aught* totally unprepared for th1 snd brought more nrslre to W«U|ngIdeal SUts of Society.
loss claiming Irregularities
In the hnt-1 ntermg'Jenlsonpark at .Hollandfor emergency. The Injunction propo
Mr. James D. Melody and dauphu
‘nn Reynolds,the Chicago artist who
Society Is well governed when th*
t«rv order., and It may be possible ‘he purpose of stopping the use of dtion will come up soon In circul
’’as given so much of bis tim« and Cecilia, are the guests of Mr. an
th*» anothfr seme may be played to 1 remMIng devices are listed on th* ourt however and will be threshed interest to perfectingthis uniquely Mrs. Arthur Van Duron, 24 East I4tl people obey the ran* ;trate*and tht
I majrlrtrntM tin L*ve.- <Hnn.
street.
out for Once ajid all.
settle this
i 'ourt calendar.
charming place.
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One of Holland's best known msur- William C. Vandenberg,Dick Uoter
1:30 a. m. eight couples from
nnce men and one of the best
'auudie Vandenber^ are on a trip
An addition to the poultry house of Chlca8° ro,,ed i^o Ottawa Beach
'
«n about
town died Saturday noon f^P“fh T®*P**; atad iucidentaily are the West Michigan State Fair which *rro,n ^satuck. well ‘ stewed*' and
m,hen the end of a long struggle
up ‘heir 011 holdings which will nearly double Its canacitv wn*' oarrldWf Buna U is said.
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Murray had been ill for a long time, “Oiiand men were royally entertained Commerce Tuesday afternoon
to help themselvesto food.
and some
man
— of* —metal
.....
----- months
— — — ago
— o- his condition ,£,a fortner
j Holland
—
— •• who
»»«**/ left
ten r,v"''
Two —sets
bleachers whl.'h « Clyde Sandy and “Jutl” Staplekamp
was pronounced critical. But he ral- ll0lland and made
can easily be moved or altered to sniJ who are conneoted with the hotel
Bed Irom that illness and was daily ,oI," a, ter. 10 the Hillasd press the requlrments,having a total seatin ' came down Qa^kIJr to “ee what the
seen on the streets again, radiatingchroni ^d lntere8tln* things are capacityof 1,850 people were pur dl8!urbance
about
his usual geniality. He went down- chronicled:
town
-----------as short a time
----ago as
------about a
_ A
August 3rd. 1928
week before his death and his condl- "• A. Mulder,
_
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up ucicumug ine place and the peace
peacefully and It was a show time °Zj8_trp t0 Houston and Galveston Contracts
~nw and fl0*®1 of the hotel.
Contracts have
House detective Hoy Conlon was
miter he had passed away before ‘it f *Jd i"}' pprp^e ^ dropping you this the "Burns* Flying Ciwus^r^a 'two
quickly called and he in turn called
was discovered he had breathed his Jetter is to
our arrival days' appearanceThis Includes
last. y
weeuAand ‘r r0ya, manner *p wWch number of daring acrobatlcst umT bv
Sheriff Vander
Mr. Murray was born In Orwall,
W?Tre.. ent.er.tal ned _lh®re by a for- three airmen In addbinn
Officer Steketee of the Holland police
i ........
airmen in addition to mimic an'd
mer
Holland
these
men
made show woffof
Vermont,
April 15, f853. H.s nhmif 9R , b y' • n the 0,d dft>‘8 e°nibats.
birthplace was only a few miles dla- about 25 years ago,
"go' this lad was
An International dog show will bo the disturbers.
Early Friday morning the minions
tant from Fort Ticonderoga, the fam- . n0‘'" ‘‘3 B,n Kellogg—a school boy one ot the features of the fair it
•ua fortresstaken by Ethan Allen
his way announced;an ngreement hav^i been of the law had lodged in the city
1775. and
and he
he came
came from
from old
old New EngEmr- ha
. ”“sn
°ugh 8choo‘
school at
at night
night as switchswitch, made with the Uhited
rrv-i.-j Kennel
? chib
.
1775,
^al1’ John Reynolda. Jack Lindsey
land
I b°ard °Porator for the Citizens Teleof Chicago
"t.ch Will RnnnanrC!“ . Eddie Sawyer,
John £>UUKint
Bodkin, alluS
alias
Itie- Ol
ChiCaETO. which
" /
» vuun
As a child of two years of age he jj °ne. V?-' "'uh o^ces at that time meet. The show will bo o^e of a aer •°’M®1ley and Joe Alexander. Besidmoved wUh his parents to Michigan, John \ander Veet.
hardware ies which are belmr arm need from 68 <hC8e flve men two women were
•etUing In Charlotte, where he
and*1- 08 C0,I,ec‘or' “^oulle Maine to California of which MlchtMich
Mar&ar8tteTemple a"d Kathryn Brown who were temporarily
his boyhood. In 1880 he moved to 8baote,r nnd general handy man gan will have six.
locked
Kalamazoo where he married Miss ‘ / und the P121®6 for the Bell TeleSome of the best kennels In the r cm. up In th^ city nail Metcni ion
Helen E. Green In 1883. Since 1902, pnone. compai^' whose offices then country will be represented.
While
The seven were ar**'"nv.d bc/nro
Mr. Murray has lived in Holland, be- H°r*,in th« McBrlde BI°ck. Today In the exhibit will be strict v a IT K r
omraced In
In the
life and
and accident
accident Houston, Texas, it 18
Is Mr.
Mr. William
William B. Hhow< any registered
^!L„!^tria‘y
a U' K‘ C'
tug: engaged
the life
dog may
Fj"vlay
insurance business. He was one
v s!on 8UPer*ntendent of tered Breeders mav entci^ th^t- p ead®d ^u,,ty and the
were
the oldest members of the Bankers’ the Southwestern Telephone and Lock for
1 f
flned 120 and C0st8
and the woTelegraph Co., a subsidiary of
*
men 810 and
,
life.
^ 8te' Tho mldn,Bht arrivals were no1
The funeral was held Monday even- American Telephone and Telegraph ens^f
" charg0 quests of Hotel OUawa but outsiders;
ing: at 7 o’clock at the home, 148 W. Co., controlling all of the Bell tele- of tho^oh^n
11th street. Early Tuesday morning Phone systems in the L'nlted States it tould
we l for
who came for a »ark and got police
b* wen fo^ ,H°,,and *nd court.
the body was taken to Charlotte and Canada. Mr. Kellogg has in
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lor burial. Rev. Harry Idle, rector of

•race Episcopal church

had
charge of the funeral services at the

home
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„ Murray hat ________
_____
was on friendly
Orel, of friend,. He wL
MeriSr <">*”«>»»
,h,^M
tinier 'LZ
<,“lck,)’ ta,tln*charK0 0, th« *“•
Houston Is an all day sr an over- 5 v .
mid-winter show does uatlon.
terms with people from all walks of
co”pare
nanV* The Grscery truck of the Macatawa
life and was liked by ail who found night trip from Dalian, where we
hav been making our
t0
Re8ort Orecery in going over Grischeer in his geniality.
for the past week. We chose the dav an ,txh „ „ at the -'’minun.t> fair weld Walk toppled over unto the 50
„„ wishea to
--------* 8u^h a* Holland
foot ravine and strange to say the
trip because we
view some
The nature of ‘he exhibit in Pself two occupants of the truck were unof the Important oil Helds along me
way and we were met at the station even to those who know little shout hurt, but for a few minor scratches
IN THE
cannot help hut make It an "The canVass top over the seat was
by Mr. Kellogg. Dick and 1 got into chickens,
I
#1 n mm TT n n rl
.a. - _
the rear seat of the automobile and unusual attraction, nnd as Holland demolished however. anJ the ravine
OF
i
and
Zeeland
!a
fast
becoming
the
what should Dick discover ImmedIs filled with flee, sugar, tea and othWalter Walsh continuesto hare lately but a copy of the' iatest'editmn poultry center of America. It Is of er articles generally seen on the
llonrf'' of
o# at.
vt_s* __ a a.. a*
vital Imnor’nno ihat tb'.p d«'nnrtm'*n, grocery bill.
faith In the development of Holland
the Holland
City News between
and he showed It In connectionwith us qn the seat. Having been away be given special attention, for after.
the new building that he is putting | from Holland then foi several dava*'111 •1'v 1b what falrs are forLOCAL PEOPLE VISIT
«p on the corner of College Avenue | we were very much Interested-in
CITIZENS TRAINING CAMP
and Eighth street The original plana | reading the news from back home ALT.TOAN JfTT.v T»HOT)FCFR«!
for that building called for a two- Mr. Kellogg explained that he deHOLD PROCESSION IN STREET Mr. and Mrs. Hammond and daughters Katherineand Dorothy of Mac.i•tructure and basement and all
tawa, Mr. and Mrs O. P. Kramer and
the work up to now was done with
HOon,la"d-tba“ -It^on^befJeen00™ MilkVroduTersZZm'er GeHruSe ° and
this In mind. The two stories were he has been a subscriber
her guest
for several association nnd the Overton Creamery
Margaret Hutchinson of Fennvllle,
pat up and the front was built Things years.
| Co. at Allegan, the producers held a
were about ready for putting on tho
Mr. Kellogg drove uc out to Ms meeting in the opera house and form- Minnie Kramer. Lawrence Kramer,*
roof
- and finishingthe job.
summer cottage “Hello Inn” at Syl- I Ing a procession, marched In a body Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Slater, Clarissa
Poppen and Dr. and Mrs. M. J. Cook
And then Mr. Walshs faith In the van Bach, some 20 odd miles froru
------ .to the Overton creamery, demanding
development of Holland got into play. Houston and there, first of all, intro- f0r their August milk $2.25 per hun- motored to Camp Custer Sunday to
Ha decided suddenly that there was duce.l us to the first body of real dred pounds for a 8.5 test and a 5c see Olander Hammond, Gerald Kramer and Dale Cook, who are memroom for a three story building en
?ay’ vllicb connects differentialon each point above 3.5. bers of Co.
Citizens Military
that beautiful corner So he quickly W?.ti?r-ILa£°
with the Gulf of Mexico, we had There were over 700 milk producers
Training Camp for the month of
his mind and
. “i?*1 v Came 10 th® 8*en 8ince ieavinB Lai* Michigan. wIth their families in line It was August
.^0n“.^_“0,?'5*‘r0'T
t»lhe W, enjoyed our .w,m very
' Thf ,»r^, “Ceeelon ever
on the
Tho boys were very comfortably
The contractor, A. Postma, deed, after paving spent the exceed^ the largest procession
situated, six In a tent, with cots,
was asked to change the plana and •ingly hot day traveling through cot- streets of Allegan.
Mr. Overton was given a few days sheets, pillows, blankets, good food
»• figure on the added story. To do ton fields, plains and oil fields. After
this It was necessary to break down a a refreshing shower bath came the to make his decision.
and plenty of It. The Holland party
ate dinner with them at Camp. All
mall part of the wall that had al- real evidence of the much-fan. e 1
xaady been built and this work waa southern hospitality,which we so
agree It is fine training for them.
Monday.
I surely and fortunately had struck—
S a fresh crab dhiner — lK>lh Iced alid
COAST
baked and all that roea with it, prsGrand Haven has qul.e a record for
pared by Mrs Kellogg. In wonderful furnishingkeepers lor Coast Guard
PRESS TELLS OF
southern
dinner
in the
Gaard
. , rr style. *Phat
, —
-------and
— the station
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Night,

Aug

20th

\

Maize Party

Wednesday Night, Augnst 22nd
Our 15th Great Annual--- Mg M in Venice

A wonderful new lighting effect of 3000 candle
power has been installed for the event. Core and see
the Big Pavilion equalling if not excelling that ancient
city’s annual fete. Introducing the celebrated R. G.
Huntinghouse dancing ballets. The same dancers
which made such a tremendous hit at Washington,
D. C.. in June, during the Shrine Convention, and for
which the monster parade was held long enough to
perform the dance before President Harding and cabinet, will be featured this evenirg. There dances were
performed during the entire March to Mecca. See the
celebrated Veil Dance: The Battle of Flowers, The
Little Coquettes, The Sand tymphs, The Fawn, etc.
Among these Ballets will be: Emma Teurfs, late of Ernie
Young Review Hrlen Kordig, engaged by the Imp. Russian
Ballet. Corinne Miller ai d Florence Wtbsier, famous toe
dancers, Gladys McCloskey ard Eilleen MiJbmrrit, most artisinterpretivedancers

tic

Jeanette Hamilton, versatileartist, in barefoot toe danand whistling adsEmma Tenrfs as the Fawn.— Fennville’s most wonderful
Doll Ballet, in Coquette and Sand Nymphs
Dorothy Martin, Genevieve Wright and Mabel Williams;
in Eccentric and Character Dancing. . Only two more weeks, we close Labor diy night.
cing, singing

YACHT CLUB

DL,mct
01 whicA the
thBdistrict
c#imyBiperls-8wtl 18
ihu headquarters,
Grand Rapida Pret — Eleven sumTHE MUSE entire trip.
tendent
a
office
being
located
tLere. mer residents here, eight of them
V
We were made to feel quite at No leas than 11. e keepers ha.s been Grand Rapids men, have formed the
* Henry Bou wens, well known Zeemod Shoe store man, Is penning the home In one other reepeet In connec- furnished the U. B. Coast Guard in Ottawa 6each Yacht club. IncorporMmmar at Centra] Park where he la ' 11011 with our stay with Mr. and this district by Grand Haven boys who ation papers are being made out for
trying to regain hla health. Mr. Mrs. Kellogg,for we had no mora have entered the coast gu-rd service the following charter members — BenBnowena has had a long struggle than been introduced when ehe oakel and whothave risen front the rank of Jamln 8. Hanchett, Howard F. Baxter,
With disease but Is Improving nicely' with a twinkle in her eyes, “How’s surfmen until they have been i laced William Bertles, Warren Snow, ChcsMOW. It was over four yearn ago Mr. Diekema?’’Knowing Mrs. Kel- m charge of diftcreut s. aliens. i ter Idema, Walter Idema, William A.
that he was taken 111 and he spent ' lo8tt wa* a southern lady, I sparred
There are 21 stations In thj 11th Smith and Fred Z. Pamllnd of Grand
ttreo years in bed. But he Is out al- wlth her a moment lu an attempt Coast Gaard District. Of thesi, flve Rapids; Charles Klrchen of Holland,
mat every day now at Central Park 10 ascertain what really waa back of have keepers who are former Grand and George Getz of Lakewood Farm
h he still finds walking very 1 her question, but before It was ne- Haven men. This gives Grand Haven and Chicago,E .H. Gold of Marigold
I cess&ry for us to say anything more
the credit for contributing nearly.25 Lodge and Chicago,
Years ago wbile a student at Hope than that Mr- Diekema was all right per cent of the keepers to the district. William Betties of Grand Rapids
Ortlage, Mr. Bowens had ambitions 1 when we left Holland, ehe explained No other city In this district can show has been elected the flrbt commodore
to write, his chief output being I that she had acquired the habit of a record similar to this, aacording
the organization.George Getz has
ysems. But business claimed hltr.ireading the Holland City News and records at the district superintendent's dsnated the use of his big boathouse
and lor many years he did little or halb been listening to Mr. Kellogg
J as temporary club headquarters.It Is
asthLig In the vfritlng line. But now tel1 about Mr. Diekema so much, ana
The Grand Haven man who have fanned to build 15 small sailboats of
that he has been compelled tt quit tor so long a time that she felt Inter- charge of stationsare, G» orge Gatfleld the same pattern for use in races on
and has much time on his'^ted and it was the first thought at Muskegon. Jacob Van Weelden at Macatawa Bay so that the skill of the
hands he has started to write again. that came to her.
Holland. Chas. Robinson at Frame- "kipper will decide the winner.
TU helps me get away from myself,’’
We spent the night at “Hello Inn”
An extensive racing program is
aid Mr. Bowens, “and Central Park and the following morning, Mr. Kel- fort, A. J. W'essal at Point Be sy and being arranged for next summer when
William Fisher, recently appointedto
th.
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office.

will be held at
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la an ideal place for It — trees beautl- logg drove us 55 miles over oysterNorth Manitou.
tel. birds the choicest of
friends, shell roads to Galveston, where wo
Jacob Van Wetlden at present the
dfold and oh so rich In song
spent a day and a night A dip In the
•• I am satisfied and feel
Gulf of Mexico waa part of our pro- keeper of the Holland Coast Guards Is

my

35 boats are expectedto be registered by club members. ' An attempt
will be made to hold races at tho
close of this season with cups as the
the

—

coment.”

Now

the time to plan your exhibit.

Look over the premium list which has been
mailed you. I am sure you have semething to
exhibit. Whether it is a Horse, Cow, Pig,
Chicken, Fancy work, Fruits,' Vegetables, Baked
or canned goods, in fact anything from the Farm

Mr. Bouwens’ poems] gram there and we enjoyed the aur the Grand Haven man having
longest contluous term of serv ce re- prizes.
have been printed In tho Zeeland . bathing very much.
Yachting enthusiasts at this resort
corded at the district suptrlntendRecord, but the following pjer.t ervltUpon our return to Houston, we I ent’s office.Capt. Van Weelden start- see In this new organization the reSed ‘Gone A-fishing,” has not been were driven aboyt the city by Mr.
birth of sailing as a major sport on
Brinted before and gives a touch of Kellogg, getting a glimpse of the ed in the service at the Grand Haven Black lake. For 15 years, since the
station In 1K93 and tei, years af erlife at Central Park:
beautiful residential sections and ward In 19(f3, ne was made a keeper. Columbian Yacht club of Chicago
Gone A-flshlng
th<n were shown through one of the In 1P07 he was made keeper at tho abandonedits annual regatta week,
Ry HENRY BOUWENS, Central Park most modern telephone plants in tho
no organized races have been held on
Holland station where he w. s until
My boy is gone a-flghtng
United States — and at the game time about three months ago. Ill he. 1th ne- Macatawa bay. The Ottawa Bench
He won’t be home all day.
one of the biggest and fastest grow- cessitatinga temporary absence from club is the only one of its kind at tho
That’s why I'm sorter wishing
ing. Houston, for Instance,has a pop- duty while undergoing treatmentIn a Holland resorts.
Would I were at the Ba>;
ulation of HO. 000, or thereabouts, and Chicago hospital.
Would I could see him casting
It has over 38.000 telephones. PorNext In lihe among the former Ha- SWAPPING CARS MAY BE ALHI* fly among the weeds,
sonally and I believe Dick and Vaudle venkes who are keepers.Is ChaiK-s
RIGHT BUT WHAT ABOUT THE
Tin sure my Joy’d be lasting
will agree with me In this —
am Robinson, of Frankfort. Capt RobSTATE LICENSE
To see him do great deeds.
quite convincedthat one of the rea- inson started In the Coast Guard serAllegan Gazette — Justice Brady of
w&M:' j.
sons for the success and prosperity vice In 1892 at the Grand Huv n sta- Allegan had before him Tuesday two
He told me he would rurely
of the Southwestern Telephone and tion but left somewhat later so that young men who had swapped cars and
Bring home a great big Pike.
Fm ’fraid 't was boasting purely, Telegraph Co. Is because of Mr. Kel- his consecutive term of servLe does had each retainedhis license plate.
logg’s long connectionwith It. — nnd not date from this time but dates This seemed right to them, but it Is
But somehow 's true I like
back of all that is his early training from 1897 when he returned to the not exactly In accord with the ideas of
To listen to him telling
In nnd around Holland. Holland service. Captain Robinson has 27 the state legislature. In case a car Is
"Bout the one that got away.
And the time he had — 't waa thrill-! should be proud of Mr. Kellogg nnd years of consecutive service to his sold, the proper papers should be exof his climb rung by rung up the credit. Waa made a keeper In 1913 ecuted before a notary and the seller
Ing
When the line snapped on that day. ladder to success.
and was given the post at Frankfortin should properly fill out the back of
We of the north, it acems to me, at
his registrationcard and forward the
learn about this Holland boy who has
I hope tonight he’ll bring me
George Gatfleld, keeper of the Mus- 8am0 to the secretary of state lu
a wild state of prairies and cowboys
Joat what he wished to do.
kegon Coast Guard station has 19 Lansing. The purchasershould send
and its city people as slow and be- years of service In the coast guard. He hls assigned title and an application
Bat then somehow It may be
hind
the
times.
Any
impression
I
That his wishes won’t come true.
started In the service ir. 1903 at the for a transfer of license on blank promay have had along these lines has Ludington .coast guard station. He vided for that purpose,and a ne*
Bnt, I'll be Just as happy
When he tells his fisherman’s tale now been entirely dispelled, for — to was made a keeper in 1916 and al- title and registration card will then
mention Houston again, for instance most immediatelywaa given the posi- be forwarded to him. If this is not
That the one he lost was snappy
Five foot, from head to tall.
— impressed me as being* the very sitlou at Muskegon which he has held done In ten days the car will be treated as not being licensed. In case of
best city of its size I ever visited. Its ever since.
business district Is splendidly laid out,
A. J. Wessal, now keeper of the a trade this would be a double prowide streets, modern store fronts, Point Betsy Coast Guard station and cess.
many large modern buildings,with also a former Havenlte, started in
-------- — .....
KYNOD
either eight or ten new big buildings coast Guard service at Frankfort in PREPARATIONS BEING MADE
BE
OOT. 2 , now under construction or plans 1906 at a surfamn. Capt. Wessal was
FOR HOPE OPENING
. completed. Another thing Impressive made a keper in 1919 and waa trans- Hope College will open the new
i),ee^ tak,en for. about Houston is luf system of hand- ferred to the Point Betsy station in
school year on Sept. 19. Indications
°f a •yntnUcal conference ung downtown traffic. la the first
1920, he having been keeper there are 4hat the .nrollment of students
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has the 8opt lg lg registrationday.
<r„a?y !;h8 With the exception of two new
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keeper at North Manitou,
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Pt

In-

*he* 8tructors the personnel of the faculty
t0Uff?7 ^.Ce at will remain unchanged.Rev. Alber1
Erl0.r.l°”>8 Ptatdn. for 33 years a missionary
being made keeper at North Mar.ltou ,n japRn( wni take the chair of Bible
C. Muller. Grand Rapids: Rev. Geo.
the 8ame dlr®ctlon
40 8°cceed Rev. Henry P. De Pree,
Henevold. Muskegon: Rev. R Vandcn *lb h,8,bffo‘;eh® crosses the street. was stationed at the White Lake rta- rho la pInnnlnff t0 return nexf fall
Barg and Rev. F. Zandstra. Chicago, a ot °J confusion, lessens tho U0n'
. to the mission field In China. Miss
mod Rev. H. Maasen. Sheboygan.Wli. ' p088lbmtles of accidents at street InVanderwerp of Muskegon, a graduate
Tb* Conference last year was at- 1 ter8ectionsand works out splendidly. larn about this Holland boy who has of Hope, has been added to the teachAsad by 800 delegs *4, tenresentlngRen. I have written all of this be- gone out into the world and made Ine force.
lli Marches. Committees have been cause I thought it would Interestyou good with a
y- | The chair of Bible was endowed
«9tolnted to arrange all details. t0 know that Bill Kellogg, a former With kind regards and best wishes two years ago by the six Reformed
Breakers will Include two prominent Holland boy, not only knows how to from Dick and Vaudle, as well ns my-, cl nrches In Holland. This chair foransa not affiliated with the Reform- entertain his old school-day chum — I
, moriy wns coupled with the chair In
denomination and two promlpent refer to Vaudle — and his companion*
Your
nhPosophy and recently endowed by
a from the
on this trip, but mors than that to
BILL VANDENBERG. Hope Alumni association.
:
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DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
Holland Dally Except Saturday and Sunda} 9.30 P. M.

Lv. Holland Saturday and Sunday 10;30 P.M., Saturday Day Trip 1:46 P.M.

,FARE ONE

WAY

$3

00-Hound Trip $660- 20 Ride Book* $4600

FARE FROM CHICAGO ON MORNING STEAMER $160
Week End

Excursion to Chicago $4.00 Round Trip.

Good going Saturday Day Trip— Returning from Chicago Sunday evening,

t

vengeance.

asst.

I

self.
„ friend.

Llixuriou* Service
Large, Modern, Steel Steamer*, eqipped 'with Wireless.

— eMOMOMI

•>.•

Holland Oity News
GIVES TWO REWARDS
MANY HOLLANDERS
FOR STOLEN CAR
WANT TO COME TO

SIXTY-ONE IN

COUNTY EXAMINATION

FOE TEACHERS
________
z “p,rar
Mok thfeSm.natio”
w^hom
Haven

THIS

Our old friend Peter Du'mstra was

AAlO

COUNTRY

KOUW

Page Seven
jj1

E.J.Bacheller,D.C.,Ph.C.

^

Rev. John Sietsemaof Little Falls,
Ear' (N0S6'acThher°at’ *nd H6‘d Office: Holland City Stats Bank Block
„N. J., who meets the Holland-AmerlFarms, City and Resort Property.
can vessels at Hobofcen and helps the
GLASSES FITTED
Hours: 10 to 11:30 a.m., 2 to 5, 7 toSpja ,
which
0'‘ ,he
Holland, Mich
ining that
-iUch effortsw -uld make newcomers from the Netherlands, is No. 36 W. 8th
Office Hourse— 9:80 to 12 A. M. *
in Grand
during the past few the car go
Peter is saying
Cits. Telephone— Offie 1166
1:80 to 5 P.M.
Citiz. Phone 2464
days under the direction of Uerrit G. harsh things to thi<* bux wagon e-eiy tn'ing to make the Reformed Church
in America, and its welcome to the
Residence 1172
Saturday evenings 7 :30 to 9
Oroor.ewoud, county school commis- few minptes, blit to no avail.
Hollanders,
more
widely
known
on
sioner. D. H. Bos, formerlysuperinOffice 11 East Eighth Street
The reason for all th:s U that sonic
tendent of the Spring Lake schools one walked off with Peter’s "Lix- the other side. To every immigrant
(O’Leary Bldg.)
with
whom
he
comes
into
contact
he
and now with the Holland Junior zle," Saturday night, while he was
Exp. August 25
Michigan
gives a card stating that his appointHigh,
Mr. Grounewoud transacting businessin the Holland
ST A 1 1* or lUioliiuAN
are acting as the examiners.- The City State Bank and had left the car ment as missionary is by the Reform- The Circuit court lyr tue county of
FRED M. SIIIGLEY, D. V. M.
ed Church, and he finds that this inexammauon was held in Jk room in H,andjnirnt the curb
Ottawa
DR. A. LEBNHOUTS
formation
readily makes its way to
the Grand Haven High school buildThe same evening the license num- relativesand friends in the old home. To Whom It May concern
THBOA1
Tans notice mat me undersigned BYE, BAR, NOBB
Hamilton,Michigan
The task of looking over the exam bers were stolen from the car of From April 1 to July 1, of this year, school district No, 9 Fractional, HoiSPECIALIST
things were very quiet with Mr. SietsInaJlon papers of the 61 who took
“a.t
V AND IB VI BN BLOCK, OVEB WOOL
lanu
and
Barit
townships,
has
hied
in
ema in his work as harbor missionary
«xamlnadon will fall to them tnis
vainl thn/ th-. VnRtlr n
WOBTH’B
as the quota from the Netherlands the Circuit Count of saiu county a pePhone 892
week and no small amount of work
bers were substituted for those on the was almost filled by the former date. mion which is now pending to vacate
OFFICB E0DR8
will be necessary before a rating can
mat
portion
of
Adams
Street
in
HowFord
Coupe
of
Damstra’s.
After
July
1st,
however,
things
began
9 to 11 a. m.; 2 to 5 p. m. Erasings.
be given each one who took the tests.
to move rapidly, since large numbers uru's Addition to the City of Holland,
Tues. and Satc^ 7:80 to 9.
in the Township of Holland in said
of intending immigrants were awaitDr. E. J. Hanes
10 were rrom Granil Haven. Several Ry and the chl(,f^ >endlng one
county, as it now runs between DougSaturdays 7:8 Qto 9
ing the beginningof the new quota
lass street and Howard street in said
° the following postal
eve^ year. Mr. Sietsema^estimates that at
si*
Residence Phono 1996
sheriffand chief of police in Michi- least double the number of Holland- Addition, and alter Block 'Six of said
people taking the examination were
Howard's Addition, in the following
34 W. 8th St. Citi. Office Phono
No. 9756 — Exp. Aug. 25
. /
ers
would
have
come
to
America
had
Ruth C. Kamhout, Davena, M. Kuhlmanner
“Stolen — Aug. 11, 1923 at Holland,
Office 1 ring, residence 2 rings.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
man, Gertrude Powers. Marie Shee- Michigan,Ford Coupe, engine No. the quota permitted their entrance.
Vacate Adams street as it is now STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate Cits. Phone 1766
The
bulk
of
those
who
are
waiting
han, Addit
Clark,
Mrs.
Florence
court for the County of Ottawa
v.
. 6689489. Michigan license 346-632. their turn will reach this country by located between Douglass and
and By Appointment
?lniuw’nv ^Po nil B i
! Equipped with spot light, parking
December 30th, and till that time Mr. ard streets; re-locate Adams street in the matter of the estate of
Andries SJocrdsma, Deceased
HsnJt^vinn
Vun
and | light, window wiper, Fisk tires all Sietsema win be kept busy; jobs will eighty-two and one-half feet west
«
» ytt 1 I around, Pathfinder tire on rear. May need to be found for some of the new its present location (being the width Notice is hereby given that four
Exp. Sept. 15
From Spring Lake, Margaret WI1- have
hnvA Michigan
Miohiimn Hcennn
sfiS.ORft on
on
of lots One and Ten in Block Six of months from the 2nd of August A. D.
license 363-089
son and Russel Vollmer took the ex- this car as it was stolen off another comers; marriages will be celebrated said
STATE
OF MICHIGAN
'1923
have
been
allowed
for
creditors
for some; and whenever possible, they
amination while Nunica had
__
it Is the purpose and intention of to present their claims against said The Circuit Court for the County of
car on the same
night. |26 reward are put in touch with churches and
Ottawa — In Chancery
Plant, and Edna Balcom..
^—125 reward for thief.
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KUPWRIGHT IS V
SEMINARY HAS 15,000
ACQUITTED IN
VOLUMES IN LIBRARY
LIQUOR CASE
TWO HUNDRED AND FORTF Frederick J. Ruprlght,Grand Ha-

WMT. THEOLOGICAL

MARKET REPORT

....

.........................

MEN HAVE GRADUATED FROM
THE INSTITUTION

4
62.00 tHumphries, us.
Cracked corn ......... ....... .........40.00 Lund, cf ................... 4
St Car Feed, per ton ....................40.00 Pettit. 8b ------4
No. 1 Feed .per ton ........ ..............89.00 Carpenter,rf .........4
Scratch Feed, no grit ....................bz I/O Ollse, lb ..................4
Dairy Feed, 24% ___________________
54.00 H. Blssonette, p ....4
Corn Meal, per ton — ...................89.00 Bentley .
1
Screenings -------------— — .......

OH Meal

u ......

----------------------.

.

..

-39.00
34.00

— ----37 8 10 27 7 i

.....

Bran

............
- .................

.............

Flour

_________

—

.10.00
«traw
Dairy Butter .............................. 38
Creamery Butter — j.„ - .......... *.43
Beef --------------------------------11*12
Eggo ............
34
Old Chickens — .................
H

Waits

M. Hoover
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Anderson
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found guilty of violationof the liquor
The frontispiece as printed below law. The Schregarduscase was over
Is rather Interesting
in a short time but the Ruprlght case
The Western Seminary.
took the greater part of & day. At
torney C. E. Mlsner represented Rupdates,back
right's case and F. T. Miles, county
;‘v® i”":
const!- prosecutor conductedthe peoples'
fLaculty' ,
Bide. The affair hinged to a great
8pecIal subject® are extent on the testimony Introduced
..Wh° ,CT® t0 I*1® 8emln- by affidavit from Rob Collins of Grand
2*® 8!udent»- with Haven that he had purchased liquor
lh® Faculty' or on in- of Ruprlght. Collins could not be lo«th1
™ted t0 aPPfar
trial tho very
nhnnt i
nfiry Llbrary contains strenuous efforts were made to secure
about 15,000 volumes on the subject him.

0

49.00 INDEPENDENTS
Middlings ..............- ......................89.00 Shaw ........— ...........4
Cotton Seed Meal 36% ----------- ll.Oo Japlnga .............— 4
CHuetln Feed ----------- 48.00 g- Batema
„..4
.46.01* v- Hoover ................6
Hog Feed
812-114 Aflhtey ...........
*
Hay, baled
JJow Grade

ven Inventor, was acquittedby the
Jury when tried in cluult court be
fore Judge O. 8. Cross on a charge
of violating the liquor law. The Jury
The Leader, the Reformed church was out over an hour in deciding the
organ, has rather a unique feature on case.
its cover page giving a "Nut Shell"
Michael Schregardus of Holland
history of the Western Theological who Uvea on West 7th street, was
Seminary.

ik
d
nf
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FacUTk£
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38

8 12 27 11 1
Spring Chickens . .........— ............22
Two base hits— Japlnga 2, G. Bate- 0fRTA^°£!ii.4.
' It was shown through the testimony
Pork
ma 2, Waltz; Bosch. Struck out — By
library and of certain witnesses that Ruprlght
I Blssonette 14; Anderson 8. Base on
IV1*111/|U
a work U hfld
bis work early on the
. Balls — By Blssonette 4; Anderson 2.
. p..
k
n t>
1 fi n>rL^®v^ref
avallable. , .'morning of June 16 upoi) which date
! Hit by Pitcher— Anderson, G. Bate- 6. Two hundred and
forty men he was accused of Beilina llaunr to
ma. Wild pitch— Blssonette.Stolen have graduated from the institution.Collins and had done some work on
j base — Ashley. Sacrifice Hit — Ashley,
™°Jir ®ntered Foreign his car In his workshop which Is lo| Humphries.Time — 2 hours. Umpire
8
4 4V.
• cftted ln fbe rear of the De Glonper
— Wenger.
last vl^r
h6 Sem,r}ary . blacksmithshop. Ruprlght Is said to
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bonv
8
lar6er
Ibau
any
previous
have worked on his car for som** time
zelaar, 168 East 16th street — twin1
* o iirv.i m.
nild ib^n have gone riding during
«ons — Marvin and August.
TO
•
th ,^eslern Sem,nary 1*! which time he found Rene Prhlnners
Word has been received from ArUs donra irA0 0frfthe Reformed church nnd took the latter out to his farm
mour, 8. Dak,, that Dr. John P.
7? all
r°°"
are .wld? open 10
|n ra®
the country
seven or
or eight
eight
Muyskens died suddenly at that place.
A*
Bn APTM2 of
divnnrriirio
W young men in
country some seven
Mr. Muyskens Is well known In Holland. Is a graduate of Hope college
and was recently graduatedfrom the
Bush Medical college, •’nd was beginnlng to buRd up a fine practice In
-Ibe Western town.
IS ior Anne who'* been milking the cow*
Attorney Arthur Van Duren was In
which the ordinance committee
*orelgn bald, ilsh that Ruprlght had sold llauor to
Grad Rapids on business today.
f
th! °P*n d.°^' and
Boh Collins on the dale of June 18
She says its quite e«sy.
SecretaryArendshorstof the Hol- Instructed to investigate the matter ,1®
most desirable and acceptable way of In the morning, this constituting the
land Fair, Mike Schoon and Joe Kool- with a view of drawing up an ordin- entering.
When once you team how.
ker are attendingthe Ionia State ance that shall put the erection of 11. The Seminary re-opens Septem- rose against him. City Manager P. R.
bill boards under the same restricTaylor and Officer Emil Klumpel apfair today, going by auto.
ber 19th.
peared to testify for the people. The
George Luldens of Holland attend- tions as the erection of stores in resiaffidavit signed by Collins was also
ed the National InsuranceMens' con- dence sections.
brought In as well as the bottle of
Mr. Sprang declaredthat In more
tention at Cleveland. Ohio.
moonshine which was introducedas parts of the toze;
touched by the men who took the $20
U. S. Coast Guards In this district
1
Giving the change to the purchaser bill.
tiave been appealedto to help locate era had been preventedfrom putting 78 according to the leport of the
Mrs. Hurleaa noticed that the other
* tender from the yacht Avalon. The
Mr. Hurless stated that one sf the
SPRING
man had gone around to the tlU and men was rather thick set while tho
-tender was lost while at Saugatuck.
had
“tapped
it”
securing
his
$20
bill.
It was painted green outside with natother was tall and very thin. They
IS
She screamed for help and Mr. Falls were said to be middle aged la apviral wood gunwales and a buff inside.
who had just arrived! at his home pearance.
It had a canvas fender at the bow
BY
fis* ^eraeri'.ng
Aid-1
managed to get across the street In
-and natural oars with the name
tee on poor.
It was learned that the same day 2
Spring Lake was the scene of a rob- time to see the men leave going east
committee
will
make
a
report
at
a
Avalon In pencil on them. A,reward
bery
eai-ly Tuesday afternoon when In some large car. He stated that he men had stopped at Bass River prelater
meeting.
ts offered for the return of the ten2 unknown men managed to take $2d believed It to be a six cylinder car of vious to their Spring Lake appeac&nce
der.
from the cash till at the Samuel Falls either the Buick, Studebaker or Nash and pulled the same game at Andrew
The Bush A Lane Plano Co. em- GEORGE GETZ AGAIN
White's store. They are driving a
store In the village. Tho robbery was make.
ployees are having a picnic at JenCOMES OUT LIBERALLY
Buick car with Illinois license No.
nothing
on
the
nature
of
a
holdup
but
F’or
All
Liiites
ison Park today. The American LegAbout $60 In bills as well as some 598,042. They drove east from
After beautifying the loop at the
was
rather
cleverly managed so that
ion hand Is furnishing the music. At end of Alpena road on Lake Michichecks were in the till at the time Spring Lake and efforts were made by
-the Identityof the two men is entirely
least 800 employees and families en- gan, surrounding It with Iron railalong with change but this was un- officers to head them off.
unknown.
joyed the outing.
ings, sowing grass, and laying a ce. The robbery netted the men $19 and
ment walk to the beach at his own extwenty cents and a twenty cent hanCONSUL.'!'
pense, George Getz has now Installed
kerchlef.Opportunitywas presented
a drinking fountain with pure water
lor the theft of a great deal more
J. A.
from Lakewood's wells.
But this was not availed of.
-SHOOTERS
IN
In order that little tots may "blto
Notary Rublic
r\Mrs. E. C. Hurless was in the store
the fresh bubbles" he has constructed
alone \vhen the men entered the
TIGHT
a cement block to one side of the
36 \V. Mth St. V. it:. Plume loo
store and asked if she was alone in
fountain which Is conveniently placed
the place. Mr Falls had gone up the
Holland, Michigan
at
the
roadside.
The
little
Juveniles
HOLLAND ONLY LOSES BY ONE can step upon the block and In that
street to transact some business. One
POINT
of the men purchased a twenty cent
way easily reach the running stream.
Service
handkerchiefand tendereda $20 bill
A
small painted sign reads, "Fresh
for his puVshase. Mrs. Hurless went
Yesterday the Muskegon Trap
water
free. — Compliments of Lake-*
to the till townake change while the
•hoot team came to Holland to conwood Farm."
men separatea .going to different
test with the HoUand team on the
range on Fqurth-st., and one of the
most interestingcontests held In years
was witnessedby a large gallery of Qnimii
imaMimmiiiamiMiMtiuimiiMiMiiiMHiiiMiii
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MUSKEGON TRAP

VAN PUTTEN

WIN
A
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Counts'
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Van’s Gas

guns.

Although Muskegon had an expert
In Baukneckt who has won state
honors. Holland had a man who proved still better,Neal De Waard runsiing off with the highest score,
,

bringing down 47 out of 50 birds.
In the final score between the two
.teams Holland brought down 271
birds. Muskegon 272 birds.
Another interestingfeature at the
•hoot was the ability of Mrs. Keefe
of Muskegon, a very small lady not
much larger than a gun, but she was
.sure an expert shot, breaking down
•teht out of ten birds.

Another noteworthy feature was
the beautiful guns brought down by
Mr. Balblrine of Muskegon.One was
of Belgian make, and the other English. The two guns cost the Muskegon man $1,100. but they surely were
contest Is to be held In Muskein the near future,
he tabulated score follows below:

HOLLAND
De Waard ---------------------•*]
i. Woldring ----------------iry Koop ----------- ----------1

1

y

Blgge

.......

18
— ..... - ..... A
Althuls .................................... J}
De Waard..— ----- ----------------

e Mape

--------------

.

AUGUST CLEANUP SALE
our HAST?*

While
do better
the

many

$110

to

1

FRIDAY

$ $ Dollars

4$ Quality Chemise Sale price 1 00

2.75 House Dresses, best quality ging-

ham. Sale

................ 1.00

price

MUSKEGON
.45

....
....

42
42
41
40
36
?6

Dietderlck

Keefe

....

Kalkema
Panyard ....
..

price

gingham

two

65c. quality white waist goods. Sate
price 3 yards for ............... ... 1

TO A TIE
SCORE STANDS*

8 TO

8

IN

THE

MOONLIGHT
The game between the Standard
Oils and the Holland Independents
anight be called a moon-lightgame
rather than a twilight game, as the
prolonged until darkness
fell, and only a small sheath of a
new moon lighted the diamond.
Holland had the Standards sewed
up by an 8 to 4 score when they allowed the Standardsto drive in four
runs with flvfle hits tieing the score in
the ninth.
Up to the sixth Anderson had the
Standards begging for hits and allowing but a tew. In the sixth however the StandardsgatheredIn three
and also three runs, and In the disas-

45c. kind knitted bloomers for children,
3 pair for ........................1.00
1.75 best Overalls for

men

for

25 year guaranteed Brass

would have been the

final

On Tap

........ 1.00

for

.....

1

for

...........................

#

Beds, sold every-

Sale price *1975

at the

all of

New

Price at

Our Stations:

Bender’s Boat Livery

Garage

Klaas

where from 30.00 to 35.00
City

Buurma

j

Citizens Transfer & Storage Co.

00

1-35 quality mens muslin night shirts

Felt

Central Park Grocery— Dick Miles

Hats

Gibson Grocery— Henry V.

1.00

Dekker

All our 3 50 to 4.50 quality felt hats

1.25-150 kind
suits. Sale
25c. work

mens balbriggen union
price

socks. Sale price 6

for

pr.

4

for

Holland Hudson-EssexCo.

Girl Dresses
6 50 quality fine Blue Serge Dresses for girls.
Sizes

12—14* Sale

____ 1.00

price

Holleman-De Weerd Auto Co.
Home Garage— Charles Bennett

Haydep-KoopmanAuto Co.
J.

$3.98

for 1.00

Hulst & Son

Kardux Grocery

1*25 to 1.50 women’s muslin night
gowns for ......................
1-00
1-50 quality men’s dress shirts

For $2.00

100

...... 1 00

pr.

Holland Auto Co.

,

................1.00

35c- kind children stockings,

Worsted Dresses
$4.50

Washable Worsted Dresses.
Choice $2.00

Lee’s Place— Montello Park Service Station

Macatawa Park Garage
North Side Grocery
Overland Garage

Attention

fame was

trous ninth flvs straight“bingos" brot
In four runs before any of the Stan4ards were put out.
’ Anderson the HoUand pitcher play«ed a wonderful game up to the fatal
tending, serving eight strikeouts and
(Musing two.
Bissinette of the Standards lost conttnol many times and did not succeed
Hn keeping his hits scattered. He
Lowever struck out 14 men, but also
granted four and hit two.
The feature of the game was (he
tutting of Japplnga, Garry Batema
and Doc Waltz of the Independents
*nA Bosch of the Standards.
A peculiar play occurred when
Carpenter of the Standard Oils was
first called out for Interfering with a
batted ball, but was later ruled aafo
as Japlnga had fielded the ball previous to Interferenceby Carpenter,
and Pettit running home from third
yras ruled back because Umpire Wenfirst called Carpenter,which if

silk

Brass Beds

00

women. Sale price. ............. 1 00
S. OILS

and

Sale Price $2.50

................... 1,00

for

3.50 quality fine per cale dresses for

PENDENTS PLAY

1 Lot high grade Dress Shirts, plain

petticoats- Sale

2 50 to 4.50 Corsets. Sale price

HOLLAND INDE-

6.6c. Per Gallon

stripes. Value 13.75
85c. quality

down

Dress Shirts

31

Batfkneckt

Barnes

week Saturday was a great success, we will
we again call your attention to

and therefor

Down

you can save here.

1.50 kind Overalls for boys

Straub

last

SATURDAY,

and

Yes,

is

Any Cap

Men!

in the Store sold

from

Sale price $1.50

Straws Hats
Any |3 50

Mattresses

2.50 to 3.50

Big Discount on

Men

all

Dress Pants

’s

Garage

Peterson’s Grocery (Graafschap)

Stevens & Glerum Tire Shop
Shady Ltwn

Filling Station

Venhuizen Auto Co.
Any Men’s Dress Pants

to 4.00 straw hat for

from

$200

sold in the store

7.50 to 10

00

$5.00

Also a big discount on Blankets, Bath Robes,

Underwear,

Mattresses, Springs etc.

People’s

Top

Skirts, Corsets,

Petticoats, etc.

Vogelzang Hardware

Vandenberg Bros. Oil Co.
Wolverine Garage
Wolderiog, John
Wayside Garage (Graafschap)
Zwemer, H. P. & £$on

Sale starts Friday, August 17
and will last for two days only. Come and see and save money.

GEORGE HEIDEMA
Cor. Central Ave. and 17th

St.

HOLLAND, MICH.

Ride while the Riding
is

Cheap

